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Preface
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want to thank Maurits Houben, who provided me with a lot of advice and feedback.
Secondly, I want to thank my supervisors at Thales Netherlands, Ferit Serti, Kor Zuur and Cees Doets.
They showed me how attention is paid to reliability in business and they were always there to help me
and to answer my questions. Besides the three supervisors, more people of Thales Netherlands
supported me with my research. Hereby, I want to thank them all tor their time and effort.
I also want to thank my friends tor their support in the last nine month and tor all the fun we had during
my study. Furthermore, I sincerely want to thank my family, tor their unconditional support. And finally
a special thank to my girlfriend Janine, tor always listening to my research issues, tor her company
andforhersupported.

Jean-Paul Widdershoven
Born, May 2008
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Abstract
Predicting reliability already early in the design phase is important for companies like Thales
Netherlands. During this phase only limited reliability data are available, which is one of the reasans
why Thales Netherlands acquired the 217Pius reliability prediction method. The research firstly aims
to identify the merits and limitations of the acquired method. Secondly it describes the implementation
and use of 217Pius in the business process. Finally, the possibility to enhance reliability through
217Pius is discussed.
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Management Summary
Paying attention to reliability already early in the design phase is important for companies like Thales
Netherlands. Thales Netherlands develops innovative , capita! goods in low volumes for the defence
sector. These features are the reasen why only limited reliability data are available early in the design
phase . Nevertheless, Thales Netherlands wants to predict the reliability of these systems as early as
possible. Reliability predietien is one of the ways to pay attention to reliability. To perfarm these
predictions, they acquired a recently developed method, called 217Pius. This methad uses a
database, full of empirica! failure rate data, to predict the reliability of electronic equipment.
Because this methad is recently developed , only little is known about its models and its use. Thales
Netherlands, however, wanted to know how 217Pius could be used in a correct way and how it could
be embedded in the current business process. The research is divided in three parts ; the first part has
the objective to map the merits and limitations of 217Pius. In order to achieve this , several research
questions are formulated:

1

What are the merits and limitations of 217Pius?

1.1

What are the criticisms on traditional reliability predietien methods?

1.2

Which criticisms also apply on 217Pius?

1.3

What progression did 217Pius make, compared to other traditional reliability
predietien methods?

To find an answer to question 1.1, a literature study was conducted to map all assumptions and
criticisms (both constructive and destructive), presented in articles. Most of these articles addressed
the MIL-HDBK-217F reliability predietien method; because it is the first developed and most widely
used traditional reliability predietien method. For the secend question , the criticisms of MIL-HDBK217F were compared with the 217Pius model. Some criticisms were also applicable for 217Pius , but
217Pius also tried to solve some of the criticisms. This is called the progression of 217Pius at question
1.3.
After all questions have been answered , conclusions can be made as an answer to the question
"What are the merits and limitations of 217Pius?":

217Pius is easy to use and only needs little reliability data in order to perfarm a prediction . Although
several criticisms on other traditional reliability predietien methods have been tried to solve , the
improvements are mostly based on common sense but scientific foundations are absent. For this
reasen 217Pius can be used early in the design phase to give a prior reliability estimate. This prior
estimate can be used to support engineers in camparing competitive designs, to check the system
reliability requirements and to perfarm a rough spare part calculation . However, when more data
become available in time and an 'accurate' reliability predietien is needed , e.g. to be able to make a
maintenance planning , it is recommended to use other reliability predietien methods.
The secend part of the research has the objective to embed 217Pius in the business process and to
develop a process how to use 217Pius. This last part is important, when taking into account: "Garbage
in , garbage out". First the research questions are presented below:

Management Summary
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How can 217Pius be used and implemenled in the business process?
2.1

How can the questionnaires be handled best?

2.2

What are the input requirements for 217Pius during the development process?

2.3

At what moment in the business process can 217Pius be performed?

2.4

How does the 217Pius software tooi have to be used?

2.5

What decisions can be based on the results of the reliability predietien by 217Pius?

In the first part of the research it was noticed that 217Pius contained two models. One model sums the
failure rates of all components, present in a system; the other model assesses the processas which
can be the cause of a failure . Forthese assessments, 217Pius uses questionnaires, which can have a
big effect on the reliability prediction . That is why part two of the research addresses the
questionnaires.
So in part two, first a research on how to handle the questionnaires was conducted. Several
questionnaires were completed by experts. This was foliowed by identifying the input requirements for
217Pius during the development process, presenting its use in practice and discussing the decision
taking based on the results. Based on the findings of this research part, the following can be
concluded:
Although the reliability of the research on the questionnaires is not sufficient to make hard
conclusions, it can be noticed that there is a low level of agreement between experts [see the table
below]. The kappa should be at least 0.6 to indicate a good level of agreement [Ait91 ]. For this reason
the questionnaires can best be completed with a group process. Not just the answer, but also the
substantiation is important during the discussion on these questionnaires.

Design
Manufacturing
Part Quality
System Management
Test-retest

Kappa
0.39
0.29
0.19
0.33
0.69

SE(K)
0.044
0.054
0.126
0.036
0.106

Lower Limit
0.30
0.18
-0.06
0.26
0.49

Upperlimit
0.47
0.39
0.44
0.40
0.90

Table 0.1: Ficticious Fleiss ' Kappa results with Square error, lower and upper limit

The diagram below shows how 217Pius can be embedded in the business process . At the top , four
outputs are presented. These outputs have to be collected, befare using 217Pius. Almast all of these
outputs are an input for a step in the 217Pius use. During the performance of many of these steps,
some practical issues on the 217Pius software tooi occur. The steps are listed below:
1.
2.

Define environmental parameters
Define oparating profile

3.

Importbillof materials and "special" components

4.

Contigure the system level model

5.

Import software parameters

6. Choose inherent or logistics model
7.

- iv-
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Figure 0.1: 217Pius embedded in the business process

After performing the reliability prediction , the results are compared with the predefined reliability
requirements. lf the requirements are met, the development process can proceed . lf the prediction is
nat even close to the requirements , modifying the design should be considered.
The last part of the research wants to find out, if 217Pius can also be used to enhance reliability,
instead of only predicting it. In order to come to a conclusion , these research questions have to be
answered:

3

Can 217Pius be used to enhance reliability and if so, how?

3.1

How does 217Pius assess business processes with regard to reliability?

3.2

What is the influence of each process and its change on reliability

3.3

What decisions on processes can be made based on 217Pius?

Several models of 217Pius are studied, to find out what the effect of a process change would be on
the reliability prediction. Because the effect on the reliability prediction is computed with a
multiplicative and additive model , the effect is nat linear. A sensitivity analysis has to be performed to
determine the effect of process changes on the reliability prediction. Based on the assumption that the
system level model of 217Pius is representative for reality, the spreadsheet tor potential process
improvements and deteriorations can be quite useful to make decisions in order to enhance reliability.
The table below presents the results of the sensitivity analysis in the fictitious situation .

Management Summary
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Effect of process change on failure rate
Process/factor

Assessment

-10%

+10%

Design

75%

+2.2%

-2.2%

Manufacturing

52%

Part Quality

60%

System Management

70%

+1.2%

-0.8%

Cannot Duplicate

62%

+4.9%

-4.9%

lnduced

67%

+3.4%

-3.3%

Wear Out

86%

+2.5%

-3.2%

Growth

87%

+0.5%

-0.5%

Table 0.2: Effect of process change on failure rate, in situation A (operating temp. = 35 degrees)

lmproving the part quality process with 10%, has an increasing effect of 5.4% on the predicted system
failure rate. The process with the biggest positive changing effect on the reliability predietien might be
the most interesting process to improve in order to enhance reliability. However, the process with the
biggest negative changing effect on the reliability predietien might be the most important to prevent
from deteriorating. Not only the benefits of process improvement, but also the efforts should be
considered. The decision on which process to improve is based on the ditterenee between the benefit
and the effort. Unfortunately the 217Pius model does not give the possibility to map the efforts to
improve processes .
Recommendations Thales Netherlands

The main recommendations , as a result of the research are:
•

lmprove defining reliability requirements, so they can better be compared with the 217Pius
results of the reliability prediction .

•

Use the 217Pius tooi to get a prior estimate of the reliability, in case only limited reliability data
are available early in the development phase.

•

Start collecting failure field data.

•

The reliability commission should discuss the questionnaires and the observed , low level of

•

Discuss the results of the system level spreadsheet during the meetings of the reliability

interrater agreement.
commission.
•

Create more awareness of reliability early in the design phase.

Recommendations further research

Some subjects feil outside the research framework. For these subjects, further research might be
interesting. The main subjects are listed below:
•

Gompare 217Pius results with failure field data to find out if the 217Pius reliability predictions
are accurate.

•

Conducting a research on the validity of the questionnaires and the system level model is
interesting.

•

Further research is also needed on ether reliability predietien methods that can be used
already early in the design phase.
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Introduetion

In this chapter the research context is presented. First the reasans for paying attention to reliability
already early in the design phase are discussed , foliowed by an introduetion to reliability prediction.
The last sections address the current and desired situation at Thales Netherlands in order to reach a
problem definition.

1.1

Reliability early in design

Nowadays a campany's industrial performance and its ability to successfully develop and introduce
new products is important for a company to stay competitive in the current market [Bas06]. Many
companies try to keep a balance between on the one side performance and technica! innovation and
on the other side product quality and reliability [BroOS] . Tagether with an increasing attention for Life
Cycle Costs and stricter government regulations , this results in a growing importance of reliability. A
common definition of reliability, given by Fuqua [FUQ87] is, "the probability that an item will perfarm its
intended tunetion for a specified time interval under stated conditions". Brombacher et al. [BroOS]
states that, looking at reliability and life cycle costs is the most interesting for products, which have a
longer econom ical lifetime than a technica! lifetime. Failures of this kind of products usually have
severe consequences . This is the case for e.g . capital goods, for which availability is essential for
companies to be operational.
Yates and Beaman [Yat9S] note that a significant percentage of the total life cycle costs is already
determined by the end of the concept phase [see tigure 1.1 ]. The life cycle costs of a product or
system include the cost of acquisition , the cost of maintaining and eperating the system over its life
cycle and the cost of discard at the end of its life cycle [BiiOO]. Reliability is an important factor that
influences the maintenance costs. So in order to prevent relatively high life cycle costs, it is important
to pay attention to reliability already early in the design.

9 5%

75
PerCólnt of Life

Cyde Cost

50

25
0~--------~~--------~~~--~--~--------------------t
Conoepl Des1gn
lnvestigation

Demonstration a nd
Va.!idalion

Engine ering and
Ma nufa ~uri ng

Develo pment

Productioo, Deploym ent and
Post Production

Figure 1.1: Percentage of Life Cyc/e Costs determined in time [Yat95]

Another important reason why reliability should be noticed early in the design phase is that the cost of
changes to the design increases by a significant factor when getting further in the product life cycle
[BiiOO]. Many of these changes can already be processed in the design phase, if attention is paid to
reliability then.
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These are just two out of many reasons , why it is important to be aware of reliability already early in
the design phase. Paying attention to reliability can be done in several ways, but this report will only
discuss the reliability prediction.

1.2

Reliability predietien

Reliability predietien refers to the methods that estimate the field reliability of a product befare any
actual field data is available [Den98]. This estimation is based on information that is available at that
moment. Early in the design phase, the quantity of relevant information is limited, but during the
product life cycle, more and more information becomes available. So at the beginning of the
development process , the reliability predietien has a large uncertainty. However, in time more
information becomes available and the predietien can be adjusted, which will result in a decreasing
uncertainty.
Although earlyin design , a predietien will still have a high uncertainty, performing a reliability predietien
has several uses. Goel [Goe06] and Economou [Eco04] describe some of these uses:

Goel gives these:

Economou gives these:

•

•

•

Providing a quantitative forecast of the

design tradeoffs, e.g. between different

Helping to achieve a reliable design and

components

manufacturing process that meets end-user
reliability

•

Camparing competitive designs

•

ldentifying potential reliability problems,

•
•

unreliability, etc.
Helping in feasibility evaluation, which

•

•

•
•

•

Assessing potential warranty risks and

Analyzing competitive products, by means
Estimating the best warranty period
Predicting the repair cast, which are part of
the product total cast

•

Assessing the preventive maintenance cast
of a product

Predicting warranty cast and maintenance
support requirements

Predicting system availability and looking at

of camparing MTBFs

seeks to determined if design reliability
goals can be met

Determining total product life cycle cast
redundancy schemes to imprave it

such as design imbalance, souree of

•

lmproving reliability through performing

reliability

•

Determining the number and type of spare
parts needed

providing inputs to safety analysis
Table 1.1: Reliability prediefion uses by Goel [Goe06] and Economou [Eco04]

When taking a closer look to the uses above, it is possible to divide them all into two main categories.
One category has the goal to campare the reliability of systems during the design phase. When a
tradeoff has to be made between several competing designs, reliability is also an important factor to
take into consideration . The other category is interested in a reliability predietien as an input to
calculate future total life cycle cast of the product. Bath categories benefit from using the best reliability
predietien method. Economou [Eco04], however, states that there is no one best method, as the value
of the reliability predietien methad is dependent of bath the benefit and the cast, changing with time.
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Situation Thales Netherlands

Thales Netherlands, part of the Thales Group, develops and produces low volumes of complex,
innovative capital goods, for the defence sector, mainly naval or ground based radar systems. Data
with regard to reliability are limited forthese goods in this sector, for several reasons:
Low volumes

Most of the time new systems are developed in low volumes. Although some subsystems may be
used in different systems, the amount of field data on failures is limited.
lnnovative (capita/) goods

lf Thales Netherlands wants to maintain its leading position on the radar market, it has to stay ahead
of the competition. One of the objectives is to be innovative. The downside of innovative goods,
produced in low volumes, is a low availability of relevant historica! data on (similar) system failure.
Capita/ goods

These systems must have a high reliability, because their availability is very important for the owner.
So collecting sufficient reliability data through testing, can be time consuming and expensive.
Defence sector

Field data on system failures in the defence sector are limited or incomplete, because most of these
data are classified.
In spite of the limited relevant reliability data at Thales, reliability used to be predicted at the end of the
system development process by reliability engineers. This prediction was based on their experience
and MIL-HDBK-217F. Two years ago, however, reorganization took place at Thales Netherlands,
which resulted in decrease of this reliability activity.
Now the aim is to move the reliability awareness trom the end to the beginning of the development
process. In this phase, the system design phase, system requirements are known and reliability
predictions for subsystems and Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) are needed. These, tagether with other
data, give system engineers the ability to make design trade-offs. Besides the possibility to make
design trade-offs by system engineers, reliability prediction is also required to develop a maintenance
planning by the logistic department
At the end of the development process, the system has to meet the requirements, set by the customer.
One of these requirements can be a certain system operational reliability. The customer then must
have the ability to get full insight in the reliability prediction. For this reason every step taken in the
prediction process has to be well founded.
To predict the reliability of electronic LRUs, a reliability prediction method can be used. The MILHDBK-217F method was considered to be obsolete, so on recommendation of a consultant; Thales
Netherlands acquired a reliability prediction method, called 217Pius. The consultant's recommendation
was based on tour reasons, why 217Pius would be a suitable method:
Standard:

217Pius is a worldwide standard, accepted by many companies.

Fast and cheap:

lt is a tast way to calculate a reliability prediction. This is also the

Up to date:

reason why it is a cheap method.
The RIAC keeps the component databases up to date.

Introduetion
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No unrealistic predictions: Unlike MIL-HDBK-217F, 217Pius does not give unrealistic

predictions.

1.4

217Pius

Funded by the Department of Defense (DoD) , in July 2006, the Reliability lnformation Analysis Center
(RIAC) , formerly known as the Reliability Analysis Center (RAC), released the reliability predietien
methad for electronic equipment, called 217Pius . This methad is the successar to the PRISM tooi and
to MIL-HDBK-217F. In order to get a better understanding of 217Pius, this section will introduce the
basics of the method.
The overall 217Pius model can be divided in two sub models; the component level model and the
system level model. The farmer is based on the baseline reliability of the components in the system
and results in a failure rate , the latter focuses on the processes and factors that affect system
reliability, e.g. design process, manufacturing process, wear out etc. , and is expressed in a Process
Factor (or correction factor). Finally the failure rate and the Process Factor are multiplied and the
reliability predietien is completed. Below a global, overall model of 217Pius is presented.
Component

Initia! assessment

level model

failure rate
Failure rate
predietien

System level
model

1.4. 1

Process Factor

The component level model

This part of the model deals with the baseline reliability of the components in the system. This means
that it only takes the system failures into account that are caused by failure of a component, without
any external cause.
The input for this model consists of:
The billof materials (a list of all component in a system and their quantities)
The environmental parameters
o

Operating temperature

o
o

Dormant temperature
Humidity

o

Vibration

Operating profile
o

Cycling rate

o

Duty cycle

When all this information is entered , the model will process the entries. Stated the environmental
factors and the eperating profile, each component has a specific set of parameters, which are the input
for an equation that results in a component failure rate.
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Finally, the failure rates of all components are summed in order to get an initial assessment of the
system failure rate.
This section will not discuss the parameters and equations in more detail. This will be discussed in the
chapters 3 to 6.
1.4.2

The system level model

The component level model , only takes the baseline component failure rates into account. The system
level model tries to expand this baseline prediction, by assessing several potential failure causes. A
survey by the RIAC divided the causes into seven predominant failure causes , which are dependent of
three factors . Below the causes and factors are listed [RIA06].
The seven main failure causes
Part Quality- Failures that are the result of a part, not doing its intended task
Design- Failures caused by an inadequate design
Manufacturing - Failures that are the consequence of errors during manufacturing
System management - Failures due to faulty interpretation of system requirements, or failure to
provide the right resources to design and manufacture a system
lnduced- Failures as the result of bad usage of the system
No defect (CND)- Failures that cannot be reproduced. lt looks like they did not exist
Wear-out- Failures that are wear-out-related
The three factor
Reliability growth - The degree to which reliability impraves over a period of time
Infant Mortality- The failures which occur in the first period after system introduetion
Environment- Accounts tor factors like , temperature cycling and vibration
All failure causes, tagether with the three other factors , (environment, infant mortality and growth) are
the input tor an equation [eq . 3.8] , which results in a Process Factor. Befare this can be done,
however, the failure causes and factor have to be rated. For the seven failure causes and the growth
factor, this is done by questionnaires that are included in 217Pius . These farms contain questions that
most of the time can be answered with "yes" or "no". Answering a question with "yes" has a positive
effect on the assessment of the failure cause or factor, and answering "no" vice versa. When
considering an assessment scale trom 0 to 100%, an assessment of more than 50% has a positive
effect on the Process Factor. The effect of the Process Factor on the reliability prediction can become
relatively big . So it is important to pay sufficient attention to the system level model of 217Pius.
The first tour failure causes , i.e. part quality, design, manufacturing and system management, are the
basis tor the intrinsic system failure rate. The wear out failure cause can also be seen as a part of the
intrinsic system failure rate, but it is less controllable than the tour other causes . The remaining two
failure causes , induced and cannot duplicate, are the result of using the system in the field. The final
system reliability prediction will be calculated, by multiplying the initial assessment of the system
failure rate with the Process Factor, resulting trom the system level model. Chapter 4 presents a
research , on how to complete the questionnaires to assess the failure causes and factors. Chapter 6
discusses how decisions can be made, based on these assessments.

Introduetion
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Research problem

In order to find the problem that has to be resolved by this research , two situations have to be
compared; the current situation at Thales Netherlands, the "lst situation", and the desired situation at
Thales Netherlands, the "Soli situation". Sectien 1.5.1 first discusses the current situation , based on
sectien 1.3 and 1.4. The desired situation at Thales Netherlands is described in sectien 1.5.2, based
on sectien 1.1 and 1.2. The last part focuses on the ditterences between bath situations and presents
the problem in this research.
1.5. 1

Current situation ("/st")

Although implicitly a lot of effort and attention is paid to reliability at Thales Netherlands, no explicit
process, how to deal with reliability during system development exists. One important factor of this
process is the reliability predietien of electronic LRUs . Unfortunately the available reliability data, to
perfarm a reliability predietien is limited. Based on the recommendations of a consultant, as a first
step, Thales Netherlands acquired a new reliability predietien method , called 217Pius. However,
because the methad is only recently developed , its value is still unknown. The methad is nat yet
embedded into the Thales Netherlands business process and a process how to use it properly does
nat exist.
1.5.2

Desired situation ("Sol/")

In the desired situation an explicit process exists, how to deal with reliability already earlyin the design
phase. Part of this process, is performing reliability predictions through 217Pius . Based on these
predictions , requirements can be checked, competitive designs can be compared, a future life cycle
casts estimate can be calculated and decisions on processes during the development can be made,
with regard to reliability. In this situation , 217Pius is embedded into the business process and it is used
in a well-founded way.
1.5.3

Problem definition

The problem in this report is formulated as the ditterenee between the current and the desired
situation. At this moment, implicitly reliability is taken into account during system development at
Thales Netherlands. In the new situation , however, reliability explicitly has to be part of the
development process. Reliability predietien through 217Pius is one option to do this .
Although 217Pius may look really logica!, it is still unknown in which situation the methad can or
cannot be used, because every methad has its own merits and limitations. Given the assumption that
217Pius can predict reliability accurately; the users have to make sure that they use the methad as
good as possible . lf the 217Pius methad is assumed to work well, the input is the only part that can be
controlled by the user and the output has to be interpreted correctly. The most influencing parts of the
input are the questionnaires of the system level model. The handbaak does nat give any instructions
on how to fill out these questionnaires to assess the failure causes.
Besides using 217Pius correctly, the methad also has to be implemented into the current development
processes. The predictions are needed early in the development phase ; to check if the design meets
its requirements, to campare competitive designs, to estimate the future life cycle cast and to make
decisions on processes with regard to reliability.
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Research approach

Based on the context described in chapter 1, this chapter discusses the framewerk and the approach
for the research to conduct in this graduation project. The research approach in this report is based on
Verschuren and Doorewaard [Ver03), which consists of two parts; the conceptual and the technica!
design.

2.1

Conceptual design

The conceptual design limits the research , defines its objectives, presents the research models on
how to reach these objectives and lists the derived research questions.
2. 1. 1

Research framework

As aforementioned in chapter 1, paying attention to reliability, already early in the design , is important
for a company. One way to do this is reliability prediction . Reliability predietien refers to the methods
that estimate the field reliability of a product befare any actual field data is available [Den98]. This
predietien can be used to campare several competitive designs, as an input to calculate future life
cycle casts or to make decisions on processes with regard to reliability. Thales Netherlands is also
interestad in predicting reliability early in the design, but the company has limited data to perfarm a
prediction. That is the reasen why the company selected the method , called 217Pius, because it only
needs little data. Although paying attention to reliability can be done in several ways, the main subject
of this report is reliability predietien through 217Pius. All used data and figures are provided by Thales
Netherlands. However, the report tries to generalize the results, so other companies that develop
innovative , capital goods mayalso consider it to be usable.
2. 1.2

Objectives

In the previous section , the research framewerk is limited to the 217Pius method. For the reasen that
the methad is only recently developed and only little is known about its value, it should be studied in
more detail first.
Objective part 1

The first objective is to map the merits and limitations of 217Pius by studying reliability predietien
theory and camparing it to MIL-HDBK-217F.
The next objectives are based on the assumption, that the 217Pius method , if used correctly, will
provide an accurate reliability prediction . Given this assumption , the 217Pius methad can be used
throughout the development phase. For this it has to be embedded into the business process and a
process has to be formulated on how to use the methad correctly. Keeping in mind that if a model or
process is nat utilized correctly, then the popular cliché "garbage in , garbage out", becomes a reality
[Eco04) .
Objective part 2

The secend objective is to embed 217Pius into the business process and to develop a process tor
using the methad in a well-founded way.
Again assuming that the 217Pius methad works correctly, the system level model accommodates the
possibility to assess several processes with regard to reliability. Based on these assessments,
decisions on processes might be taken in order to enhance reliability.

Research approach
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Objective part 3

The third objective is firstly to provide a process to assess processes, with regard to reliability,
through 217Pius and secondly to make decisions based on these assessments, in order to enhance
reliability.
2. 1.3

Research models

The research models below show which steps have to be executed to achieve the objectives. For the
reason that this research has three main objectives, three separate research models are presented.
Research model, part 1
MIL-HDBK-217
~

~

Reliability predietien
theory

Assessment criteria

~r

~~

......

u

Merits and Limitations
of 217Pius

217Pius

The predecessor of 217Pius, MIL-HDBK-217F, is discussed in detail. Meanwhile also theory on
reliability predietien is studied. Combining bath MIL-HDBK-217F and reliability predietien theory results
in several criteria to assess 217Pius, e.g. assumptions, criticisms etc. Assessing 217Pius with these
criteria reveals the merits and limitations of the method.
Research model part 2
Theory on interrater
agreement and reliability
Questionnaire data

4~

r----.
~,

Results after data
analysis
~l
~r

Development process at
Thales Netherlands

.......

Questionnaires of
217Pius
4~

......

Process to
use 217Pius
and to
embed it into
the current
business
process

Input requirements for
217Pius
217Pius in practice

r

First the completed questionnaires of 217Pius are analysed for interrater agreement and interrater
reliability. The results of this analysis are used to define how the questionnaires should be tilled out.
After that the development process at Thales Netherlands, the input requirements for 217Pius and the
use of 217Pius in practice are studied. All this intermation tagether makes it possible to embed
217Pius into the business process and to develop a process to use the method.
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Questionnaire data
n.

_...

....

217Pius system level

u

model

Process
assessments

,,
J~

.......

Changes of reliability
predietien

A process , how to use
217Pius to assess
processes with regard
to reliability and how
make decisions on
these assessments to
enhance reliability

Process assessments are calculated by importing the questionnaire data into the 217Pius system level
model. Changing process assessments will result in a changing reliability prediction. By means of a
sensitivity analysis, the effect of individual process changes can be captured . Based on this
information a process can be developed , to assess processes and to make decisions on processes in
order to enhance reliability.
2. 1.4

Research questions

Each of the three parts has a central research question, which is divided into several sub-questions.
These sub-questions have to be answered first, in order to find the answer to the central questions.
The order of the sub-questions corresponds with the structure of this report. Chapter 3 addresses the
questions of part one. The research questions of part two are discussed in chapter 4 and 5. Chapter 4
tries to find the answer to sub-question 2.1 and the other sub-questions are answered in chapter 5.
The final part is presented in chapter 6.
1

What are the merits and limitations of 217Pius?
1.1

What are the criticisms on traditional reliability predietien methods?

1.2

Which criticisms also apply on 217Pius?

1.3

What progression did 217Pius make , compared to other traditional reliability
predietien methods?

2

3

How can 217Pius be used and implemented in the business process?
2.1

How can the questionnaires be handled best?

2.2

What are the input requirements for 217Pius during the development process?

2.3

At what moment in the business process can 217Pius be performed?

2.4

How does the 217Pius software tooi have to be used?

2.5

What decisions can be based on the results of the reliability predietien by 217Pius?

Can 217Pius be used to enhance reliability and if so, how?
3.1

How does 217Pius assess business processes with regard to reliability?

3.2

What is the influence of each process and its change on reliability

3.3

What decisions on processes can be made based on 217Pius?

Research approach
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Technica! design

The technica! design focuses on the approach to conduct the research. This approach is based on the
research models and questions, presented in the conceptual design. The first sectien discusses the
materials that are used during the research. Sectien 2.2.2 presents the strategy that is followed.
2.2. 1

Research material

The research material to be used during part one is mostly literature on MIL-HDBK-217F or other
reliability predietien methods for electronic equipment. Besides literature on methods, also literature on
reliability is studied. Finally the handbock of 217Pius is studied.
In part two of this research, literature on interrater agreement and interrater reliability is used.
Completed questionnaires of 217Pius, the 217Pius handboek, the 217Pius software tooi and literature
on project management are just as important. The third part of the research is conducted with the
same research materials as the previous parts.
2.2.2

Research strategy

Using the terminology of Verschuren and Doorewaard [Ver03], the research strategy for the first part is
called the desk research. In this strategy, the main research material is literature. At first, the models
over MIL-HDBK-217F are discussed. MIL-HDBK-217F is the predecessor of 217Pius and the first
traditional reliability predietien method, on which many others are based. For this reason, 217Pius will
be compared with MIL-HDBK-217F. After the models of MIL-HDBK-217F are discussed, many articles
on MIL-HDBK-217F are searched. All assumptions and criticisms (both constructive and destructive),
presented in these articles, are mapped. Other literature on reliability is used to elaborate on these
assumptions and criticisms. Once MIL-HDBK-217F is addressed, the models of 217Pius are studied
and explained. Because 217Pius is relatively new, little criticism can be found in literature. That is why
the criticisms on MIL-HDBK-217F are use to examine 217Pius more detailed. Finally this offers the
opportunity to map the merits and limitations of 217Pius.
The second part of the research will address the questionnaires, the implementation and the use of
217Pius. In order to conduct a research on the questionnaires, several experts are chosen to complete
the questionnaires. The agreement between experts is the central subject. The more experts
participate, the better the results can be reproduced. Literature on interrater reliability and interrater
agreement will be studied to analyse the questionnaire data.
For the implementation of 217Pius, the current development process of Thales Netherlands has to be
mapped. Literature on project management can help generalizing the development project, so the
report will be usabie for more companies. Practical research on the 217Pius software tooi reveals its
use and its input requirements.
The research in part 3 perfarms a sensitivity analysis on the system level model in 217Pius. Changing
only one variabie at a time, demonstrates the effect of each process on the reliability prediction.
Studying the handbook of 217Pius might make it possible to develop a decision taking spreadsheet.
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Merits and limitations of 217Pius

MIL-HDBK-217F is probably the most known and most widely used reliability predietien methad
available. The first version was presented in 1962 and since then it was used as a basis for many
other reliability predietien methods, e.g. BELLCORE, IRPH, CNET, HRD, Siemens-SN-29500. Most of
these methods perfarm a prediction, based on test and field failure rate data. One of the big
advantages of MIL-HDBK-217F is its ease of use. Only little time, knowledge and data are needed to
perfarm a reliability predietien of a system.
When more and more criticism became known, MIL-HDBK-217F became obsolete and new methods
were developed. The most recent of these methods is developed by the RIAC and called 217Pius. In
the essence it is based on MIL-HDBK-217F, but the developers have tried to solve some of the
criticisms on the predecessor of 217Pius.
With the intention of giving a good insight into traditional reliability predietien methods, bath an old
traditional methad and a new traditional method, MIL-HDBK-217F and 217Pius respectively, will be
discussed in the next chapter. First their models and assumptions will be presented, then the criticisms
on the methods will be discussed and the improvements of 217Pius in camparisen with MIL-HDBK217F are discussed. This part will finish with a condusion that contains the merits and limitations of
217Pius.

3.1

MIL-HDBK-217F

In 1962, the U.S. Navy introduced the first reliability predietien handbaak for electronic equipment,
MIL-HDBK-217F. lt was designed to allow the government to campare the reliability of competing
systems based on design rather than the predietien methodology [Mar05]. The handbaak contains
component failure rate models, which are based on statistica! analysis of actual field failures. Up until
now MIL-HDBK-217F has undergone six major revisions and was last revised in 1995 to MIL-HDBK217F Notice 2. As this last version supersedes all other versions, this report will trom now on refer to
MIL-HDBK-217F Notice 2, when discussing MIL-HDBK-217F.
3.1.1

Model

MIL-HDBK-217F includes two approaches to perfarm a reliability prediction; the parts count and the
parts stress analysis. The first analysis can be used when the system is still early in the design phase,
because only little intermation is needed. During system development, more detailed intermation will
become available. In this situation the parts stress analysis can be used, to readjust the reliability
predietien [MIL95]. Befare the two approaches will be discussed in more detail, first the assumptions,
on which they are based , will be given.

3. 1. 1. 1 Assumptions
In order to simplify reality and to make it an easy to use method , MIL-HDBK-217F is based on some
assumptions. In this sectien the most important assumptions will be discussed.
/.

Constant failure rate for the individua/ components. (Exponential hazard rates)

The failure rate of an electronic component in time can be depicted in the farm of a bathtub curve
[Goe06]. The bathtub curve can be divided into three regions in time [Lew96][see tigure 3.1]. The
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initial region shows a decreasing failure rate. This is referred to as the period of infant mortality, or
early failures . The intermediate section of the bathtub curve consists of a relatively constant failure
rate and is referred to as the useful life. This flat behaviour is characteristic for random failures, often
due to external factors, such as mishandling, unusual environmental stresses, shocks, or accidents.
The last region of the curve illustrates an increasing failure rate. During this region, called wear out,
aging failures become dominant.

fn an1
M ortellty

Ran dom

Wear-ouf

Figure 3.1: "Bathtub" Curve

Based on the useful life section, MIL-HDBK-217F made the assumption of a constant failure rate. Like
this, failure is exponentially distributed. This means, that the probability of a failure is the same in time
and has no memory. The corresponding equations are:

f(t)

11.

= Ae-M

Probability Density Function

(Eq. 3.1)

R(t) = e-M

Reliability Function

(Eq. 3.2)

f(t)
A= R(t)

Failure rate

(Eq . 3.3)

A system wil/ fail if any of its components faits; this implies that all components are connected
in series.

The second assumption says that when using the MIL-HDBK-217F to perfarm a reliability prediction ,
the system is discussed as being a chain of components, connected to each other in series.
Redundancy, if present, cannot be modeled . Each component failure results in critica! failure, which in
this situation means that the system will fail.
111.

The component failures in the system must be statistically independent

This assumes that a failure of one component mustnotaffect other components in the system [Jon01].
In practice this is most of the time not the case, but without this assumption the system failure rate
cannot be calculated by just summing the component failure rates.
So the assumptions are:
- Components have a constant failure rates
- Any component failure causes system failure
- Statistica! independenee of component failures
lf these can all be accepted, the total system failure rate can be calculated by summing all individual
component failure rates [Jen95]. The way to model this in a formula has been presented by equation
3.4.
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3. 1. 1.2 Parts count analysis
The parts count analysis is a relatively simple predietien methad using default stress values. The only
information necessary to perfarm the parts count analysis is , generic part types and quantities, part
quality levels and equipment environment [MIL95] . The failure rates ( t\ 9 ) of the generic part types can
be found in tables , which are divided in categories [see appendix A for categories]. The failure rates
are nat only the type of component, but also dependent on the equipment environment. Environment
profiles are presented in the handboek, consisting of a few fixed , average parameters, like
temperature , vibration and humidity [see appendix D for profiles]. The last information needed , is the
part quality (TT 0 ). Th is quality is represented by a factor that can be found in specific tab les, e.g.
appendix C. These failure rates , multiplied by quality factors, should then be added to determine the
system failure rate ( À EOUIP) [MIL95]. The fact that only so little information is needed, makes this
methad easy and fast to use early during design.
The general mathematica! expression for equipment failure rate with this methad is:

(Eq. 3.4)

Fora given equipment environment where:
6

Total equipment failure rate (Failures/10 Hours)

AEOutP

Generic failure rate for the ith genericpart (Failures/1 06 Hours)

=

Quality factor for the ith part
Quantity of the ith generic part
Number of different generic part categories in the equipment
Generic fa i/ure ra te ( l

9

)

The generic failure rates are based on field failure rate data. Most of these failure data come from
users and component manufacturers. MIL-HDBK-217F assumes that system failure is the result of a
component failure. Tagether with the eperating hours, environmental data and the number of failures ,
a component failure rate (given specific environmental factors) can be calculated. Like already
mentioned at the first assumption, this failure rate is considered to be constant in time.
Quality factor

The quality factor of a part has a direct effect on the part failure rate , through a multiplicative farm.
Most of the part categories have several quality levels, with different values. Parts with a good quality
have a value below 1, so they result in an increase of the failure rate. For parts with a poor quality, it is
the other way around.

3. 1. 1.3 Parts stress analysis
When most of the design is already completed and details on the parts list including part stresses are
available, the parts stress analysis can be performed. Each component failure rate ( Àp) is expressed
as a base failure rate ( Ab) and a series of multiplicative correction factors TT x • Unlike the parts count
analysis, this analysis does nat use default stress factors . The part failure rates now have to be
calculated with the following equation :
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Àp

=

ÀbTT E TT a TT s

(Eq. 3.5)

Where,
Predicted part failure rate

;.. p
;.. b

=

Base part failure rate

TT E

=

Environmental factor

"a

Part quality factor

TT s

Stress factor

The system reliability can be predicted by summing all the predicted part failure rates , multiplied with
their quantities.
Base part failure rate ( J.. b )

The generic failure rates are based on field failure rate data. Most of these failure data come from
users and component manufacturers. MIL-HDBK-217F assumes that system failure is the result of a
component failure. Tagether with the operating hours, environmental data, stress data and number of
failures , a component failure rate , given specific environmental factors, can be calculated . Like already
mentioned at the first assumption , this failure rate is considered to be constant in time.
Pi-Factors

The factors that modify the failure rates are also based on field data.
The quality factor is the same as the one used in the parts count analysis. The environmental factor is
also based on the same profiles as already mentioned with the parts count analysis. The profiles can
be found in appendix D.
The stress factor is a combination of several other factors connected in a multiplicative form.
Dependent on the type of part category, the stress factor can consist of, e.g. a voltage stress factor,
junction temperature factor, application factor, current rating factor etc.
3. 1.2

Criticism

I.

Constant failure rate tor the individual components. (Exponential hazard rates)

This assumption is a major complaint of many handbook critics . Watson [Wat92] and Wong and
Lindstrom [Won88] state that the failure rate of electronic components are not constant in time , but
slightly decrease. The bathtub curve seems to look more like a roller-coaster curve [see tigure 3.2
below]. Using a constant failure rate will result in relatively pessimistic predictions.

HAZARO
RATE

OPERATING TIME

Figure 3.2: The Rol/er-Coaster Curve [WonBB]
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Important factors that contribute to system reliability are ignored.

MIL-HDBK-217F only takes the intrinsic reliability of components into consideration. Many critics state
that this is only one part of the system reliability. The rest consists out of ether factors that influence
reliability, like the use of the system in the field. These factors tagether farm the extrinsic reliability.
Wang [Won90] enumerates factors like thermal cycling , vibration , power on/off, supplier quality
difference, reliability impravement with respect to calendar years and ageing trends.
Goel [Goe06] notes more system-level factors including manufacturing, design, and system
requirements. O'Connor [Oco98] adds to these factors, maintenance and use, and finally Marin and
Pollard [Mar05] name software and system management.
These are just a few of many factors that can influence reliability. Although it perhaps may nat be
possible to include all factors when predicting reliability, ignoring them all will give an inaccurate
estimate.
11/.

A system wil/ fait if any of its components faits; this implies that all components are conneeled
in series.

With this assumption it is impossible to make a distinction in the criticality of different failures . Same
components can fail , without any critica! or even noticeable system failure. One reasen for this is that
components can be connected parallel. lf one component fails , the ether parallel/redundant
component can take over its function.
IV.

The component failures in the system must be statistically independent

This assumption , tagether with the first and secend assumption, makes it possible to perfarm a system
reliability predietien by just summing all component failure rates. Statistica! independenee means that
the state of one component, does nat influence another component. This statistica! independency
between components is nat proved, so the result of this assumption on the reliability predietien is
unknown.
V.

The information is nat updatedon a regu/ar basis, which makes it old and outdated.

MIL-HDBK-217F uses component intermation stared in databases, to perfarm reliability predictions.
Because technology on electronic components changes tast, maintenance of the databases is a must.
Unfortunately this has nat been done. Therefore most data are out-of-date.
Engineers using these obsolete data can result in a costly system design. Using outdated data will
generally give a pessimistic reliability predietien [Cus93] [Pec01] [Wal06] [Mar05] [Wat92].
Vl.

lnability to combine empirically based faiture ra te with other data.

Ou ring the life cycle of the new product, more and more data will become available, which can be used
to modify the reliability prediction . There are several types and sourees of data, e.g . vendor data, data
obtained by simple random sampling , test data, operational data, judgmental data, environmental data
and cast data [BiiOO]. Through combining more data, the reliability predietien will become more
accurate, which implies a decreasing uncertainty. MIL-HDB-217, however, is nat able to combine
other, new data that become available in time .
VI/.

The use of multiplicative faiture rate models

In sections 3.1.1 .2 and 3.1.1.3 multiplicative models are discussed. Nichelis [Nic07] discusses about
this multiplicative model form and gives as biggest deficiency that the predicted failure rate becomes
unrealistically large or small under extreme value conditions. Another deficiency named by Nichelis
[Nic07] is that the empirically based reliability predietien approach does nat give the possibility to
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combine field experience and test data to refine the prediction. The prediction cannot be updated,
when new data become available.
VIII.

The outcome is a point assessor, it has na confidence interval

The outcome of a reliability prediction using MIL-HDBK-217F is a point estimate [Wat92]. Because
reliability prediction is based on all types of probabilities , there is also uncertainty in the result. This
uncertainty however cannot be modelled using the methods of MIL-HDBK-217F. In this way it looks
like the reliability prediction is one certain number, without any spread. lf decisions are made on this
exact number, without taking the uncertainty into account, problems may occur.
IX.

Data are nat representative. Each situation is different.

Economou [Eco04] notes that the databases of MIL-HDBK-217F are constructed by supplier-provided
"field" failure data. These data, however, depend mainly on design and application, which makes them
not representative for all cases. Nevertheless, the reliability prediction models are based on industryaverage values of these supplier-provided failure rates [Pec01] .
X.

Software is nat adequately addressed

When looking at present technology, the importance of and the dependability on software is getting
biggerand bigger. However, software is not sufficiently addressed in MIL-HDBK-217F, though it may
count for many failures in the field [Eco04].
3.1.3

Merits

Economou [Eco04] states that the value of the reliability prediction method is the ditterenee between
its benefits and its costs. To get a better insight in the value of MIL-HDBK-217F, not only its criticisms
should be discussed , but also its merits [Mor93].
Me rit 1: Requires little data

Early in the design phase of a new product, the available relevant data is limited. Although to predict
reliability of the new product, some data are required. MIL-HDBK-217F, however, can already perfarm
a reliability prediction in this phase, because it just uses the empirica! data that are already available in
the database. For this reason MIL-HDBK-217F has a high value early in the design phase. During the
life cycle more information becomes available, which increases the value of other prediction methods.
Figure 3.3 depiets the value of reliability prediction methods throughout the product life cycle.
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Figure 3.3: Value of MIL-Based prediefion methods during product life cycle [Eco04}
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Merit 2: Ease of use

Even without much knowledge on reliability prediction , MIL-HDBK-217F is easy to use. lt only needs a
relatively small amount of time to perfarm a prediction. This can be helptul for engineers, to be aware
of reliability, without spending very much time on it already earlyin the design.
Merit 3: Standard

From the first version of MIL-HDBK-217F till now it was, and still is, used in many companies. The
purpose of MIL-HDBK-217F was to develop a reliability predietien methad that can tunetion as a
standard. The more companies that would use the method , the easier it would be to campare different
products. Nowadays it is seen as an obsolete standard. So this merit cannot be the reasen to use the
methad anymore .

3.2

217Pius

Funded by the Department of Defense (DoD), in July 2006, the Reliability lnformation Analysis Center
(RIAC) , formerly known as the Reliability Analysis Center (RAC), released the reliability predietien
method/tool , called 217Pius. This methad is the successar to the PRISM tooi and to MIL-HDBK-217F.
PRISM contained failure rate models for six component types and 217Pius supplemented these
models with another six new models. Unlike the PRISM tooi, the 217Pius tools and methodology has
also been published in a handboek, called "Handboek of 217Pius Reliability Predietien Models"
[Nic2007]. The big ditterenee between on the one side the obsolete MIL-HDBK-217F and on the other
side PRISM and 217Pius is that not only intrinsic factors are included , but also system level factors. In
order to predict system reliability, first the component reliability has to be predicted. After that, the
system level factors have to be determined, with which the system component reliability will be
modified.
This chapter will first elaborate on the models of 217Pius. Furthermore assumptions, usage and
progression with respect to MIL-HDBK-217F will be discussed.
3.2.1

Model

217Pius consists out of two primary models. One is concerned with the component reliability predietien
and the other with the system -level reliability prediction . The farmer is based on the MIL-HDBK-217F
method, but some modifications have been made. The latter takes the non-component reliability into
account, by grading the processes, which affect reliability during the product life cycle. This grading of
processes is done by a form of elicitation of expert judgment. Both models will be elaborated upon, but
first the assumptions will be discussed.

3.2. 1. 1 Assumptions
Just like MIL-HDBK-217F, 217Pius is also based on several assumptions. When taking a look at the
assumptions in MIL-HDBK-217F, enumerated below, it can be concluded that they also apply for
217Pius.
I.

Constant failure rate tor the individual components. (Exponential hazard rates)

/1.

A system wil/ fail if any of its components fai/s; this implies that all components are connected
in series.

/11.

The component failures in the system must be statistically independent

Merits and limitations of 217Pius
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3.2. 1.2 Component model
Unlike the MIL-HDBK-217 method, 217Pius does nat only use multiplicative model farms, but it
combines both multiplicative and additive failure rate model forms . A model farm like this prediets a
separate failure rate for each generic class of failure mechanisms and looks like this [Nic07]:
(Eq. 3.6)

Where,
AP
Ào
TTo
Àe
TTe

=
=
=
=
=

Predicted failure rate
Failure rate from operational stresses
Product of failure rate multipliers for operational stresses
Failure rate from environmental (non-operational) stresses
Product of failure rate multipliers for environmental (non-operational) stresses

Àc

Failure rate from power or temperature cycling stresses

TT c

Product of failure rate multipliers for cycling stresses

À;
Àsj

=
=

TT sj

Failure rate from induced stresses, including electrical overstress and ESD
Failure rate from solder joints
Product of failure rate multipliers for solder joint stresses

Failure rates

The value of the base failure rate for each failure cause is primarily based on failure analysis results of
parts that have failed in the field. This value gives a baseline rate, for a specific failure cause e.g.
electrical overstress. Tagether with the Pi-Factor of the same failure cause, it is modelled in a
multiplicative form.
When creating a bill of material in 217Pius , for every component, first a category should be selected.
After that a more detailed component has to be chosen from a list. lf the same component is used
more than once, the right quantity should be filled in.
In order toperfarm aparts count analysis, an environmental and operating/non-operating profile has to
be selected from a given list. This will be discussed in more detail in the "Pi-Factor'' part.
Besides the operating factors, 217Pius takes also the non-operating factors into account. This is why;
the predicted component failure rate ( AP) is expressed in units of failures per million calendar hours.

Experience data

Users of the 217Pius tooi are encouraged to collect failure field data. Same of the data can be added
to the component library, i.e. number of component failures, cumulative calendar hours, year of
production, and eperating and environmental parameters. By means of Bayesian techniques, the field
failure data and the RIAC data are combined .
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Pi-Factors

The Pi-factors in the model are used to estimate the effect of various stress and component variables
on the failure rate. Several types of data were used to quantify the effect values ; available RIAC data,
industry accepted values, values from previous modelling efforts and test data.
The 217Pius tooi offers the possibility to determine several operational , environmental and stress
parameters, i.e. eperating temperature, non-eperating temperature , relative humidity, vibration level,
duty cycle , cycling range , year of manufacturing. Dependent on the component category it is also
possible to quantify some stress factors, i.e. electrical stress, temperature cycling Delta T, temperature
cycling rate. lf this data are not yet available in detail, e.g. because the product development is still
early in design , default environmental and eperating profiles can be chosen , containing average
factors .
Reliability growth of components

The values of the empirica! component models are based on the analysis of field data. lt takes time
though to collect this data, so the models show a static picture at a given moment in time. For that
reason some component models also include a growth factor. This factor models component reliability
growth to allow the user to estimate the reliability of components manufactured in the current year.
Nicholls [N ic07] states "reliabil ity of some part types , such as integrated circuits, has improved
considerably over the past 20 years. The steeper the growth rate , the more difficult it is to derive an
accurate model. Therefore , the component models in 217Pius include a factor that accounts for these
technology improvements based on the reliability growth characteristics of data collected from the
past."
The formula for the growth factor is:

(Eq. 3.7)

Where,
Growth factor

TTg

{3

=

Year of manufacture for which a failure rate is estimated

ft
(2

Growth rate

=

Year of manufacture of parts on which the data was collected

3.2.1.3 System level model
Denson , Keene and Caroli [Den98] concluded that parts , while still a significant reliability factor, do not
contribute to system reliability to the extent implied by traditional estimation (e .g. MIL-HDBK-217F) .
These conclusions were based on data collected from a survey. This survey demonstrated that there
are more failure causes, besides parts failure . Four failure cause categories are the basis for the
intrinsic failure rate; parts , manufacturing , design and system management. The intrinsic failure rate
does not take external factors into consideration. Except for these four, three other failure cause
categories are observed ; wear out, cannot duplicate (no defect found) and induced. The importance of
some failure causes is dependent of factors like, the environment, infant mortality and growth. 217Pius
offers the possibility to adjust the initial failure rate assessment, by taking all failure causes into
account. The seven main failure cause categories and the three factors are listed below:

Merits and limitations of 217Pius
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Parts - Failures that are the result of a part, not doing its intended task.
Design - Failures caused by an inadequate design
Manufacturing- Failures that are the consequence of errors during manufacturing
System management - Failures due to faulty interpretation of system requirements, or failure to
provide the right resources to design and manufacture a system

lnduced- Failures as the result of bad usage of the system
No defect- Failures that cannot be reproduced . lt looks like they did not exist.
Wear out- Failures that are wear out-related
Software- Failures caused by taults in the software code
Every failure cause has a specific factor that affects the initial assessment of the system reliability. The
factors are modelled like this [RIA06]:
(Eq. 3.8)

Where,

AP

Predicted failure rate of the system

A,A

lnitial assessment of the system failure rate

n,M

=

nE
na
Asw
np

Infant mortality factor
Environmental factor

=
=

Reliability growth factor
Software failure rate predietien
Parts process multiplier

no

Design process multiplier

nM

Manufacturing process multiplier

ns
n,

=
=

nN
nw

System Management process multiplier
lnduced process multiplier
No-defect process multiplier

=

Wear out process multiplier

The multipliers are combined in a multiplicative and additive model, and this model results in a factor
that modities the initial assessment of the system failure rate ( A1A ) . The above-mentioned multipliers
correspond with a non-component failure cause, except for software failure ( Asw

),

which is addressed

as a failure rate. Some of the multipliers are also affected by the environmental ( n E ), infant mortality

( n/M) and/or reliability growth factor ( nG ).
Theseven mentioned multipliers are calculated with the formula:

n; = a;(-ln(R; )/ 1 f3 ;
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/3;

In this formula, t the a ; and

are constant Weibuil parameters, for every specific failure cause. The

R; is a factor that represents the rating of the specific process. There are seven questionnaires, one
for every failure causes , in order to assess the process related to the failure cause. The questionnaires
have to be answered by experts, which have the best knowledge about the specific processes. Using
questionnaires in order to rate process can be seen as a sort of elicitation of expert judgment. Every
question has its own weight (Wij) to indicate its affect on the reliability, e.g. a question with weight 10 is
more important, than a question with weight 1. R; is the cumulative weight of all questions that are
answered positively (Gij= 1), divided by the total cumulative weight of all questions.

(Eq. 3.10)

All seven multipliers, which are rated in this way, already have a default value. In this case, the factors

R; are all 0.50 (50%) and the sum of all multipliers is 1. The rate of the processes will then be neutral
and won 't modify the initial assessment of the system failure rate . When the assessment of the
processes turns out to be worse than the default value, the factor will be higher than 1 and will through multiplication- result in an increase of the initial assessment of the system failure rate.
Software reliability model

The amount of software in modern electronic systems is growing rapidly over the last years. This
results in increasing system failures caused by software. That's why 217Pius includes a tooi to
estimate software reliability. Several parameters have to be set, e.g. lines of sourees code and fault
density. Through some formulas , depicted below, a software failure rate is calculated and added to the
initial assessment failure rate [RIA06].

Asw =

F. 1 -F.1
r,-

'

730

(DC x FL x FA x AS) x 10 6

(Eq. 3.11 )

Where,
Àsw

Predicted software failure rate at month t (in failures per million calendar hours)

Fr,

Number of taults remaining at time is ti

F.r, = •L oe ·kt

Fr,-1

Number of taults remaining at time is t i -1

F.r,-1 -_ •L oe - k(t; - 1)

Fa

=

(Eq. 3.13)

Number of taults at time is 0
F0 = KSLOC x FD

k

(Eq. 3.12)

(Eq. 3.14)

Software growth rate
1
ln ( - )
k=
DSL

(Eq. 3.15)

fs
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KSLOC=

Number of souree code

FD

Fault density

=

FL

Fault latency

FA

=

AS

=

Average % severity

ts

=

Time to stabilization

Fault activation

DSL

Defect stabilization level

DC

Duty cycle

3.3

Progress 217Pius in comparison with MIL-HDBK-217F

I.

Constant fai/ure rate tor the individua/ components. (Exponential hazard rates)

Unfortunately this is also an assumption of 217Pius. So the criticism on this assumption in section
4.1.2

(~

also applies on this method. This has probably to do with the tact that when other distributions

are used than the exponential distributions, the accuracy of the prediction probably will improve , but
the mathematica! complexity will increase by several magnitudes [Eco04]. This assumption being one
of the biggest criticisms on MIL-HDBK-217F, it will nat do any good to 217Pius either.
11.

Important factors that contribute to system reliability are ignored

The RIAC notices that failures can be the result of different causes. For this reason two models have
been included into 217Pius. The first model perfarms a reliability prediction based on component
baseline failure rates, the second model, called the system level model, adjusts this baseline reliability
prediction. Through a model (part of equation 3.8) a multiplier (Process Grade) is calculated that is
built out of several factors . More information on the system level model can be found in the previous
section.
The tact that 217Pius notices that there are more failure causes, besides just basic component failure,
is a big progression . In literature it is stated that failure can have many different causes [Goe06]
[Won90] [Oco98] [Mar05]. 217Pius discusses several of these causes and computes their influence on
the system reliability through questionnaires. These questionnaires can be seen as a farm of elicitation
of expert judgment. To make sure the result of the elicitation is optimal; the elicitation needs some
more attention than just handing over questionnaires to experts. So paying attention to different types
of failure causes is positive , the methad used to do it, however, needs some further research. Chapter
4, 5 and 6 discuss this.
111.

A system wil/ fail if any of its components faits; this implies that all components are connected
in series.

This is an assumption for 217Pius toa. Justas in MIL-HDBK-217F this is one of the three assumptions
that have to be made, in order to calculate the system failure rate by summing all component failure
rates.
IV.

The component fai/ures in the system must be statistical/y independent.

This assumption also counts for 217Pius. In MIL-HDBK-217F this statistica! independenee is nat
proved and in 217Pius it is proved neither. The assumption probably has an effect on the reliability
prediction, which results in more uncertainty.
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The information is natupdatedon a regu/ar basis, which makes it old and outdated.

The RIAC also thought this was a big deficiency of MIL-HDBK-217F. The RIAC is now sponsored by
the Defense Technica! Intermation Center, to collect and analyse data and intermation all the time, in
order to keep the failure rate models in 217Pius as up-to-date as possible.
Another way to deal with this problem is the growth factor in 217Pius. This factor is expressed with
formula (3.7) and offers the possibility to modify component failure rates which are based on field
failure rate data of some years ago. In almost all models the value of t2 is the year 1993. This means
that almost all failure rates are based on field data of 1993.
Vl.

lnability to combine empirical/y based failure ra te with other data.

217Pius uses Bayesian techniques, which make it possible to combine test and field failure rate data,
with the empirically based reliability prediction. In this way uncertainty will decrease, when more data
become available in time. Figure 3.4 shows what happens with the uncertainty.

U ncer1ainty
bounds
a.>
._
:::J

ï'ii

u..

Time
Figure 3.4: Uncertainty decreases when more data becomes available in time

In 217Pius, component field failure rates and a correction factor on a predecessor predietien can be
added. During the product development phase, more data become available, besides field data.
217Pius does not give the possibility to combine other types of data. This would offer the possibility to
give a more accurate reliability prediction, earlier in the development phase.
VI/.

The use of multiplicative failure rate mode/s

The MIL-HDBK-217F part stress analysis relies on statistica! analysis of empirica! field failure rate
data. In order to model the component failure rate, it uses a multiplicative form, like equation 3.5.
The main disadvantage of the multiplicative form is that it can result in very large of very small failure
rates , under extreme value conditions [Nic2007]. Based on solving this inherent limitation, 217Pius
does not only use multiplicative forms, but it combines both multiplicative and additive failure rate
model forms . A model form like this prediets a separate failure rate for each generic class of failure
mechanisms and looks like equation 3.6 [Ria06]:
An advantage of modelling in a multiplicative and additive form is the ability to address operating , noneperating and cycling-related failure rates . System reliability does not only increase when the system
is operating. For this reason it is important to model the non-eperating failure rates too. The cyclingrelated failure rates are concerned with the on/off switching of the system. This has impact on the
system reliability.
VIII.

The outcome is a point assessor, it has no confidence interval

This is still the case for 217Pius. No uncertainty bound, varianee or confidence intervals are given.

Merits and limitations of 217Pius
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Data are not representative. Each situation is different.

This is still the case , because empirica! data is nat only available trom (almost) the same systems,
being used in exactly the same circumstances.

X.

Software is not adequately addressed

217Pius pays attention to the software factor in systems. The importance of software is growing so this
factor cannot be ignored. The model that is used to calculate the failure rate predietien of software
looks logical, but no scientific reason , why this model is chosen, can be found .

3.4

Overview

The RIAC has put effort to solve some of these criticisms, but they did nat succeed in solving them all.
Unfortunately some of them are still questionable. The merits of MIL-HDBK-217F are the same for
217Pius. lt only needs little information, so it can be used already early in the design. lt also does nat
need a lot of specific knowledge about reliability predietien and it is relatively nat so time consuming .
Compared to MIL-HDBK-217F, it may take some more time to use 217Pius, because of the system
level model. The table below is an overview of 217Pius' progression on MIL-HDBK-217F.
Criticisms MIL-HDBK-217F

Progression 217Pius

Constant failure rate for the individual
components. (Exponential hazard rates)

This is also still an assumption of 217Pius

Important factors that contribute to system
reliability are ignored

217Pius tries to include more failure causes,
besides failure caused by breaking parts. Failure
causes like: design, manufacturing , part quality,
system management, induced, wearout and
cannot duplicate

A system will fail if any of its components fails;
this implies that all components are connected in
series

This is also the case with 217Pius

The component failures in the system must be
statistically independent

Still an assumption of 217Pius

The intermation is nat updated on a regular
basis, which makes it old and outdated

The RIAC, the developers of 217Pius, have the
intention to keep the data up to date. This
prevents data to become obsolete.

lnability to combine empirically based failure rate
with other data

217Pius offers the possibility to combine the
reliability predietien with field and/or test data by
means of Bayesian statistics

The use of multiplicative failure rate models

217Pius uses a combination of bath
multiplicative and additive failure rate models.
This makes it possible to divide the failure rate
into several baseline failure rates, which are
individually dependent of different factors

The outcome is a point assessor, it has no
confidence interval

The result of 217Pius is also a point assessor.

Data are nat representative. Each situation is
different.

The failure rates in the database of 217Pius are
basedon failures in the field . However, empirica!
data is nat only available trom (almost) the same
systems, being used in exactly the same
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circumstances
Software is not adequately addressed

The possibility to include software into the
reliability prediction, is oftered by 217Pius

MIL-HDBK-217F requires little data toperfarm a
reliability predietien

One of the main merits of 217Pius is that it
needs little data in order to perfarm a predietien

MIL-HDBK-217 is easy and quick to use

The software tooi does not need complex
statistica! knowledge. For this it is easy to use
and it only requires little time

lt is seen as a standard by many companies

Time will teil if 217Pius will be seen as a
standard

Merits and limitations of 217Pius
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Explorative research on the questionnaires

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, the system level model of 217Pius consists of seven
failure causes and three factors . This system level model is included to adjust the baseline reliability
predietien (from the component level model) , with the characteristics of a specific company. In order to
quantify this adjustment, for each failure cause and for one factor (growth) a questionnaire is included.
Each completed questionnaire results in an assessment. The adjustment factor, called the Process
Factor, is the combination of all assessments plus the two remaining factors .
The mathematica! models, used by 217Pius, to transfarm the completed questionnaires into factors
that can be used for the reliability prediction, is already described in detail in sectien 3.2.1.3. This
chapter will focus on selecting an approach to complete the questionnaires. First the importance of this
explorative research is discussed, foliowed by the research in practice, literature on interrater
agreement, the statistica! analysis methods and the results.

4.1

lmportance of the research

The eight questionnaires are, design , manufacturing, part quality, system management, cannot
duplicate (CND) , induced , wear out, growth , and have 145, 92, 55, 100, 25 , 16, 23, 7 questions
respectively. Most of these questions have to be answered by "yes" or "no" (nominal level of
measurement) and only a few have more answer categories. In appendix I, one randomly selected
question is presented for each questionnaire.
The previous chapter already stated that attention should be paid to the questionnaires, which are the
basis for the system level model in 217Pius . Nat only for the reasen that this system level part is one
of the biggest changes with regard to MIL-HDBK-217F, but also because it can have a considerable
effect on the resulting reliability prediction . The magnitude of this effect is dependent of the
environmental profile and the infant mortality. For this reason , the lowest, highest and default value of
the effect are presented in two different environmental profiles with the default infant mortality value.
Environmental profile: Ground, Stationary
Lowest
I Default I Highest
0.18
0.98
4.42
I
I
Environmental profile: Airborne, Fixed Wing
Lowest
I Default I Highest
0.25
1.44
6.75
I
I
Table 4.1 : The values of the Process Factor in two environmental profiles

The magnitudes of these effects are expressed in factors. The basics of understanding this factor will
now be explained briefly, while chapter 6 will discuss the interpretation of these factors in more detail.
The final reliability predietien ( Ap) is calculated by multiplying the initial failure rate assessment ( A1A)
with the system level factor ( nsL ), valued by combining the results of all eight questionnaires,
selecting an environmental profile and contiguring the infant mortality.
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(Eq. 4.1)

Between the lowest and the highest values of this system level factor, ratios of 24.56 and 27 can be
noticed (4.42/0.18 and 6.75/0.25 respectively). So it can be stated that the failure rate of the final
reliability predietien will differ with about a factor 25, between answering all questions negative or
positive. lt should be kept in mind that this factor is still dependent of the environmental profile and the
infant mortality, which is set to default in this example.
Although the questionnaires can have such strong influence on the reliability prediction, neither the
217Pius handbaak [Ria06], nor the 217Pius software tooi provides any instructions on how to handle
the questionnaires. Keeping in mind the popular cliché "garbage in, garbage out", the lack of a wellfounded process to generate a part of the input, is the reason for the explorative research on the use
of the questionnaires, in this report.

4.2

Explorative research

The objective of this explorative research is to find out, which process can be used best for completing
the questionnaires. The participants in this explorative research have been selected on their job
description and knowledge on a specific process. For each process, two to four experts are asked to
participate. M. Meyer and J. Booker [Mey91] define an expert as a person, which has the knowledge
about a certain area and is recognized by others as qualified to give his judgment. In this section, four
possible approaches of filling out the questionnaires are discussed.
A.

Each questionnaire must be tilled out by a specific individual

B.

Each questionnaire must be tilled out by several individuals and the mean score per question
will be calculated

C. Each questionnaire must be tilled out in a group session
D. All questionnairescan be tilled out by any individual
Approach A requires interchangeability of experts, which means that the answers of the experts are
significantly equal. In this case only one expert is needed to fill out the questionnaire. In order to state
that this is the case, the agreement between several experts has to be very high. In literature, the level
of agreement between participants is called interrater agreement [Goo01]. Befare conclusions can be
based on a level of agreement, the reliability of the set of measurements has to be sufficient. Guilford
and Fruchter [Gui78] state that the reliability of the set of measurements is logically defined as the
proportion of varianee that is true variance. lt more or less shows to what extent a replicatien of the
measurement (under the same conditions) will result in the same interrater agreement [Gui78]. Sectien
4.2.1 addresses interrater agreement and reliability of a set of measurements.
Approach B will be used if the answers of the experts agree significantly more than just the agreement
by chance, but the agreement is nat enough to state that the experts are interchangeable, under the
condition that the reliability of the set of measurements is sufficient. In this case the average of the
expert answers can be used and the most positive and the most negative scores can be used as a
best and worst case respectively.
In case the agreement between experts is significantly more than agreement by chance, but the level
of agreement is nat sufficient, approach C can be a good solution. Befare using this process, the

Explorative research on the questionnaires
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consistency of the same expert over time should be analyzed . lf the experts are consistent over time,
which means that the answers to the same questions at two different moments show a high level of
agreement. Under these circumstances a group process can be useful to fill out the questionnaires.
Approach D can only be used, when the agreement between several experts is nat significantly
different than the agreement by chance or when the experts are nat consistent over time . In this
situation it does nat matter who completes the questionnaires, because it will approximately be the
same as tossing a coin.
4.2. 1

/nterrater agreement and reliability on a set of measurements

Using interrater agreement and interrater reliability as if they have equivalent meanings, is a frequently
appearing misconception [Goo99]. Kozolowski and Hattrup [Koz92] define agreement as interrater
consensus and reliability as interrater consistency. lnterrater agreement takes place when different
raters [in this research , the concepts "raters" and "experts" are used mixed] appraise the samesubject
with the same value , i.e. the raters are interchangeable [Koz92]. lnterrater reliability on the other side
is defined by Goodwin [Goo01] as the consistency of scores obtained from a measure or
measurement technique.
In this research the interrater agreement is the central subject, which has to be measured. However, to
base conclusions on this agreement, the reliability of the set of measurements has to be sufficient. The
classica! test theory is based on the assumption that a score on a measurement is sum of the "true
score" and an error [Goo01]. The reliability degree can be expressed as the proportion of total
varianee that is true variance.

(Eq. 4.2: Basic equation tor the coefficient of reliability)

Section 4.3 discusses techniques to calculate bath interrater agreement and the degree of reliability
and shows how they can be interpreted.
4.2.2

Research in practice

Knowing that reliability on a set of measurements is dependent on the number of participants and
questions, the four question farms with the most questions have been selected for the research . These
are the questionnaires for design , manufacturing, part quality and system management. Unfortunately
for each process only a few people can be seen as experts. The four questionnaires are sent to two to
four experts, which get two weeks to complete the questionnaires. With the questionnaires a guiding
letterand an instructien letter is included . The guiding letter is to inform the participants on the purpose
of the research and the instructien letter to explain how to answer the questions. The Dutch version of
bath letters can be found in appendices G and H. One expert was randomly selected to fill out 50
questions of the same questionnaire at another moment in time, with an interval of 8 weeks. This is
called a test-retest research , todetermine the level of internal consistency of an expert. Only a sample
of 50 questions was chosen , to lower the threshold to participate, because completing the
questionnaires is time consuming . For the same reason , only one expert was selected for the testretest research .
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Statistica! measures

In this sectien two statistica! measures are presented to assess data for interrater agreement and
reliability. The first measure is the Fleiss' Kappa, which indicates the level of agreement. The secend
measure is the intraclass correlation coefficient, which presents bath the level of agreement and a
reliability degree.
4.3.1

Fleiss ' Kappa

In 1960, Cohen [Coh60] introduced the Kappa to measure nomina! scale agreement between a fixed
pair of raters. Fleiss modified this Kappa , to be able to measure nomina! scale agreement between
more than two fixed raters [Fie71]. Since in this research more than two raters have to fill out the same
questionnaires, with answer that have a nomina! scale (dichotomous: yes/na) , the Kappa introduced
by Fleiss is the best measure to use. The statistica! model behind the Fleiss' Kappa is presented in
appendix J .
Result interpretation

The result of this measure is a Kappa value with a confidence interval. The Kappa has a value
between -1 and 1. lf it is 0 or more, it means that the interrater agreement is equal to the expected
agreement by chance or higher. lf the Kappa value is positive and the lower limit of the confidence
interval is nat negative , the agreement is significantly higher than the expected agreement by chance .
The nuli-hypothesis that the agreement is equal to the agreement by chance can be rejected in that
case .
An agreement higher than the expected agreement by chance, however, does nat instantly mean that
the experts are interchangeable. Although the Kappa is significantly higher than 0, the level of
agreement can still be poor. The Kappa shows the level of agreement and interpreting this level can
be done by different benchmarks. Landis and Koch [Lan77] provide a detailed benchmark, but it is still
unclear, which strengthof agreement is enough. The table below summarizes this benchmark [Lan77].
Kappa statistic
< 0.00

0.00-0.20
0.21 -0.40
0.41 -0.60
0.61-0.80
0.81 -1.00

Strength of agreement
Poor
Slight
Fair
Moderate
Substantial
Almast perfect

Table 4.2: Level of interrater agreement benchmark by Landis and Koch [Lan 77}

Based on the benchmark of Landis and Koch [Lan77], ethers presented different benchmarks .
Hartmann [Har77] states that the Kappa should exceed 0.6 in order to be good . Altman [Ait91] says
that a value of Kappa much below 0.5 indicates poor agreement and Fleiss [Fie81] uses the
thresholds of 0.40 and 0.75. Every Kappa value below 0.40 he considers to be poor, values above
0.75 are excellent and in between intermediate to good.
Taking all these different benchmarks into account, it can be stated that the interpretation of Kappa
values is fora part subjective. The minimal value for Kappa to indicate good agreement is dependent
on the specific situation. In this research, good agreement stands for interchangeability between
experts. To be sure that the answers of one expert are approximately equal to the answers of the
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whole expert population, the Kappa should have a value of almest 1, provided that the interrater
reliability is sufficient.
4.3.2

lntrac/ass Correlation Coefficient (/CC)

Guilford and Frucher [Gui78] present the lntraclass Correlation Coefficient to calculate the interrater
agreement and interrater reliability. Shrout and Fleiss [Shr79] also do this, by making a ditterenee
between three situations.
1.

Each question is answered by a different set of experts, randomly selected trom the expert
population .

2.

Each question is answered by the same set of experts, randomly selected trom a large expert
population.

3.

Each question is answered by all experts available. No more experts are of interest.

This research will be conducted in the secend situation. The popuiatien may contain a few more
experts, besides the expert that already participate in the research.
An Analysis of Varianee (ANOVA) is performed, to look at varianee between the experts and the
varianee between the answers. First the nominal dichotomous values have to be converted to interval
values. In this case, "yes"=2, "no"=1 and "left open"=O. The statistica! model behind the ICC for
situation two will be addressed below [Shr79].
Souree of variation
Between targets

Df
n-1

Mean squares
BMS

EMS
2
2
ka T +a 2
I +a E

Withing targets

n(k-1)

WMS

a2+a2+a2

Between judges

(k-1)

JMS

(n-1)(k-1)

EMS

Residual

I

J

2

E

2

2
na J +a I +a E
a2 +a2

I

E

Table 4.3: Analysis of Varianee and mean square expectations tor two-way random effects

BMS EMS
Ree = BMS + ( k - 1)EMS + k( JMS - EMS) I n

(Eq. 4.3: lntraclass Gorre/ation Coefficient)

R _
BMS -EMS
kk - BMS + ( JMS - EMS) I n

(Eq. 4.4: Degree of reliability)

lnterpretation

The lntraclass Correlation Coefficient is more or less equivalent to the value of Fleiss' Kappa [Sho04].
lf the F value between raters is below the significanee percentage 0.05 (a =0.05), the null hypothesis
that there are no ditterences between raters can be rejected [Gui78].
To find out if the results are representative for the large population, the reliability degree has to be
calculated. This degree is expressed as the proportion of total varianee that is true variance. A
common rule of thumb is that a value of 0.8 or higher indicates adequate reliability, 0.9 or higher
stands for good reliability [Gar08] . Using values around 0.6 for explorative research, however, is not
uncommon.
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lf the reliability degree is not sutficient, the prophecy formula of Spearman-Brown can help to find out
how the reliability degree can be increased [Gui78]. This can be done by either adding more questions
to the questionnaires or by selecting more experts (participants) . The prophecy formula is presented
below:
•
R kk =

NRkk
1+(N-1)Rkk

(Eq. 4.5: Spearman-Bro wn Prophecy formula)

Where,
Predicted reliability degree
Current reliability degree
Number of "tests" combined
In this situation the questionnaires cannot be changed , so only the number of experts can be
increased. Rewriting the formula above gives:
*

N= Rkk(1-R~k)

(Eq. 4.6)

Rkk(1- Rkk)

A value of 2 tor N means that the number of experts has to be twice as high , to get the required
reliability degree.

4.4

Questionnaire data and results

After tew weeks most of the selected experts finished the questionnaires. Because most questions
with more than two answer categories were left open , only the questions with two answer categories
(dichotomous) are analyzed. During the analysis of the answers, it turned out that about 10% of the
questions has been left open, because the questions were said to be "program specitic". So before the
data were analyzed, the program specific and general questions were divided into two categories.
Only the answers to the general questions, with a nominal level of measurement, were used to
analyze interrater agreement and reliability. The program specific questions will be used in chapter 5
and 6 to give a worst and best case scenario. Below the trequencies of answer sets are summarized.
Classified Appendix A contains all questions and the expert answers.

Table 4.4: Ficticious (but realistic) answer set frequencies. For example: 31 questions of the Design questionnaire are

answered 'yes" by two experts and answered "na" by one expert
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Fleiss' Kappa
Using the Fleiss' Kappa as a technique to assess the level of agreement, the results of the
questionnaires for experts are analyzed. The confidence level used to calculate the upper and lower
limit is 95%. The limits are found with the following formula:

(Eq. 4.7: Confidence intervallimits of Kappa)
K ullil = K

± 1.96QSE(K)

Design
Manufacturing
Part Quality
System Management
Test-retest

Kappa
0.39
0.29
0.19
0.33
0.69

SE(K)
0.044
0.054
0.126
0.036
0.106

Upperlimit
0.47
0.39
0.44
0.40
0.90

Lower Limit
0.30
0.18
-0.06
0.26
0.49

Table 4.5: Ficticious Fleiss ' Kappa results with Square error, lower and upper limit

lntraclass Correlation Coefficient
Besides the Fleiss' Kappa, the intraclass correlation coefficient can also be determined. First an
Analysis of Varianee has to be performed , which is presented in table 4.3.

Design
Manufacturing
Part Quality
System Management
Test-retest
. . .

lntraclass Correlation
Coefficient, Ree
0.55
0.34
0.29
0.36
0.64

F between raters

13.81
0.56
0.04
2.69
1.96

..

Table 4.6: Ftcttctous lntraclass Gorrelat/On Coefftctent results and the F value

The values above show that the interrater agreement of the Part Qual ity questionnaire is not
significantly higher than the expected agreement by chance. The lower limit of Kappa is below 0 and
the F value between raters , of the intraclass correlation coefficient is below 0.05. A possible reasen for
this is the relat ively small amount of questions and experts for this questionnaire; only two raters and

50 questions. However, befere jumping to conclusions, first it is important todetermine the reliability of
the set of measurements.
Reliability degree
Sectien 4.3 presented the equations for determining the reliability degree,

Rkk·

the reliability degree for the four questionnaires:

Design
Manufacturing
Part Quality
System Management
Test-retest

Reliability degree, Rkk
0.79
0.61
0.45
0.69
0.78

Table 4.7: Reliability degree tor each questionnaire research
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Additional part: elicitation of expert judgment

Half-way the project, the idea arose to elicit experts judgment, in addition to part three of the research .
Part three of the process focuses on the assessment of processes with regard to reliabilty and how
decisions on process changes can be based on these assessments. The idea was to elicit process
assessments trom experts and to campare these with the process assessments resulting trom
217Pius.
Again participants were selected on their job description and process knowledge. Five experts have
been chosen , two for design , one for manufacturing, one for system management and one for both
system management and design.
Elicitation is the process of collecting the expert judgment by using specially developed methods
[Mey91]. Below the elicitation process is presented by Meyer and Boeker [Mey91] and Keeney and
Winterfeldt [Kee91 .]
The elicitation process can be roughly divided in five steps [Mey91) [Kee91 ).
1.

Selecting and refining questions

2.

Selecting and motivating experts

3.
4.

Designing the elicitation
Conducting the elicitation

5.

Analysing the results

This shows roughly how an elicitation should be performed . Because the elicitation is just an additional
part in this research, the elicitation process is not performed exactly how it should be. Therefore the
elicitation can only be seen as an explorative research. No hard conclusions can be based on the
results.
The elicitation process started with an introduetion on the research, foliowed by a short presentation of
217Pius and its system level model. Finally the expert was asked to make a judgment on a process
assessment. His judgment had to be a process assessment between 0 and 100%, complemented with
an upper and lower limit of the assessment. The results are presented in the table below:

Design

System Management
Manufacturing

Lower limit
60
40
50
60
50
70

Process assessment
65
50
70
80
70
80

Upper limit
70
60
90
100
80
90

Table 4.8: Ficticious (but realistic) expert judgments on process assessments, withupper and /ower limit

In the following graph, the three assessments on the design process with regard to reliability are
depicted. Although the elicitation process has not been performed through a process, presented in
literature, the results may be used explorative.
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100
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80
70
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50
40
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30
20
10
0
1

2

3

Figure 4.1: Ficticious expert judgments on design process with regard to reliability

Watching the graph above , two things attract the attention. First of all the agreement between the
three experts is relative ly low and second of all the uncertainty of the assessments is high. The third
expert estimated that the assessment should be between 50 and 90%, with is a very width interval of
40%. Forthese reasans the expert judgments cannot be used in part three of the research, to validate
the process assessments by 217Pius.

4.6

Conclusions

The results in the previous section show that the reliability degrees for three out of four questionnaires
are less than 0.8, wh ich was the benchmark for adequate reliability. The reliability degree of the design
questionnaires is the only one higher than 0.8 , which indicates adequate reliability. For this reason , the
research can only be used explorative. More experts participating in completing the questionnaires
would help to increase the reliabil ity degree. The Spearman-Brown prophecy formula can help
calculating the required number of experts to participate in order to reach a certain reliability degree,
e.g . 0.8. Pertorm ing formula 4.6 for the manufacturing questionnaires would do this:

N = 0.8 * (1- 0.61)
0.61 * (1- 0.8)

= 2 _56

Currently the questionnaire is completed by 3 experts . To get a reliability degree of 0.8, the number of
experts should be multiplied by 2.56. This results in 2.56 x 3

= 7.68

expert, rounded this means 8

experts are needed instead of 3.
In spite of the low reliability of three out of four questionnaires , the results may be used explorative.
Based on the results of this explorative research , it can be noticed that there is no convincing
agreement between the experts . lt can also be observed that the internal consistency of one expert
over time is called "good" by some of the benchmarks. The low level of agreement can also be
noticed, when looking at the expert judgments on process assessments. Although both researches are
just explorative , they give an indication , which might be an interesting starting point for further
research.
The reason for this research was to find out which approach could be used best to handle the
questionnaires. However, besides theoretica! issues like interrater agreement, practical issues should
be taken into account. One important practical limitation is that 217Pius only has the possibility to
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answer each question once in the software tooi. This already excludes approach B, which uses the
average scores of all experts. Choosing approach D also has practical drawbacks. lf one persen
completes all questionnaires, it might be more difficult to substantiate the answers towards persuading
the customer.
Based on both the explorative research and the practical drawbacks , using a group process in order to
complete the questionnaires is recommended . Discussing reliability issues as a result of the
questionnaires, might give a better understanding of the questions, the interpretation of the questions
and of the processes with regard to reliability. Chapter 7 elaborates in this recommendation.
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5 217Pius in practice
The previous chapter discussed the 217Pius methad from a theoretica! point of view. This chapter will
take a closer look to the use of 217Pius in practice . However, this chapter is not intended to replace
the current manual, already included in the software tooi. Listing the steps that have to be taken
chronologically when using the methad is just one aspect, the positioning of 217Pius into the business
process and practical shortcomings of the software are other important aspects that will be presented .

5.1

Left side of the V-model

When a customer has a problem or a need, a system has to be developed, which satisfies this need.
This need can be divided into several requirements on the system engineering level and these
requirements will then be allocated to subsystem and LRU design level. The left side of the V-model
[figure 5.1] depiets this part of the process. On each level in the V-model a development process will
then be started, but because 217Pius can best be used on the LRU design level, this report will only
discussed this process in more detail.

System
Testing

System
Design

I
Sub
System
Testing

Sub
System
Design

\

I

~----------1

I

LRU
Design

~

LRU
Testing

:

iI

1

L

_ _ _j _ _ _ _ _ _ J
Part

Manufac
turing
Figure 5.1: The design model at Thales Netherlands

5.2

Development process at LRU level

At the beginning of this phase, a distinction should be made between a new LRU and a repeat LRU.
Repeat LRUs are already developed and produced before. Because these LRUs only go through part
of the process, the new LRUs will be the central subject of this section.
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The development process of a new LRU can be seen as a project and one characteristic of a project,
is that it can be divided into several phases . At the end of every phase, it will be decide whether or not
the project can praeeed with the next phase . Below a genericproject and its phases are presented .

Reliability
Predietien with
217Pius

Initial ive phase

Definition phase

Desig n phase

Preparatien phase

Prod uction phase

Maintenance
phase

/

/
/

/

"r------,
Desig n Phase

Reliability
Assessment
Phase

..... .....

..... .....

..... .....

..... .....

.....

' - - - - - - - - - f l e l i a b i lily predietien does not meet requiremenl-------,

Collect all
intermation lor
217Pius

Reliability
Predietien with
217Pius

Reliabilily prediclionmeets requirement

Figure 5.2: 21 7P/us embedded into the development process

5.2.1

lnitiative phase

The first phase of a project is the initiative phase. lt starts with an idea or an initiative of a customer.
For this idea or initiative the goals and the future result of the project will be defined and all
participants must have the same view. The project will also be structure and divided into several
phases. This will all be done at system engineering leveland will besent "down" in the V-model to the
LRU level in smaller parts.
5.2.2

Definition phase

The main subject during this phase is to define all requirements, which the future system has to meet.
Also these requirements will be allocated top-down, i.e. trom the system engineering level to the LRU
level. At the end of the development, when all LRUs are combined, all system requirements should be
met.

Documented output 1: Reliability reguirements
With regard to reliability, in this phase it is very important to specity the reliability or availability
requirements in detail. In the design phase, all these requirements will be kept in mind and will betried
to meet. While most campani es work with MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure ), 217Pius works with
failure rates. The units of these failure rates can be very confusing and will be discussed in the
following shortcoming .

217Pius in practice
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Note A: Failure rate units

The predicted failure rate by 217Pius is expressed in terms of failures per million calendar hours.
This failure rate is built out of an operating failure rate and a non-operating failure rate.

Àcalendar

=

Àoperating

*DG+

Ànon-operating

(Eq. 5.1)

(1 -DG)

The tigure below shows an example with a cycling rate of 50%. In this case the operating failure
rate is 2 and the non-operating failure rate is 1. Using these value in formula 5.1 gives:
Àcatendar

Q)

i-i

= 2*0.5 + 1*0.5 = 1.5 failures per million calendar hours

Example: cycle rate = 50%

2
_

_

_

_ _

_

_

rate_Ee!_!!lillion
calender hours

fail~

Non-operating

Figure 5.3: The components of the failure ratepermil/ion ca/endar hours

Because notall reliability prediction methods express the predicted failure rate in failures per million
calendar hours and because many companies use different failure rate units, a process should be
given, how to convert the failure rate in terms of failures per million calendar hours, into another
unit.
Salution

217Pius uses four different concepts of expressing failure rate; operating failure rate, non-operating
failure rate, failure rate in terms of failures per million calendar hours and failure rate in terms of
failures per million operating hours. They are all depicted in the tigure below and some additional
information on how to derive them will be given.
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Example: cycle rate = 50%

3

-~~~~~~~~~-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ failt!!] rate..Q.eU!lillion
eperating hours

Non-operating
2

_

~~
-

_ _ _ fail'lrl1 rateJ2.eo:_[lillion

-

calender hours

Non-operating

Figure 5.4: The components of the failure ratepermil/ion calendar hours and per mil/ion operating hours

a.

Operating failure rate

This failure rate will only consider the failures that are caused during the time that a system is
operational. So it does not take the failures caused during the non-operating period into account. In
order to derive this operating failure rate, the system duty cycle should be set on 100%, wh ich
means that it is operational all the time.

b. Non-operating failure rate
In contrast with the operating failure rate , the non-operating failure rate only takes failures , caused
during the non-operating period, into account. Practical cases show that this failure rate not
negligible. To find this failure rate , the system duty cycle should be set to 0%. In this case it will be
in a non-operating state, all the time.

c.

Faiture rate in terms of failures per mil/ion ca/endar hours

This is the unit, in which 217Pius expresses its reliability predictions. The RIAC chose for th is unit,
because it recognizes that failures caused during non-oparating periods are not negligible.

d.

Failure rate in terms of fai/ures per mil/ion operating hours

Because detecting failures during a non-operating period is difficult, most of these failures will occur
during the operating period. So to calculate the failure rate, based on the number of failures during
the operating time, the failure rate in terms of failures per million calendar hours should be divided
with the duty cycle. The tigure above [5.4] shows this conversion with the arrow. Not only will the
failures caused during the operating time occur, but also the failures caused during the nonoperating time. And because all these failures will appear in a shorter time (only operating time) , the
failure density will be higher, which resu lts in a higher failure rate. Using the values of the example,
the failure rate will be:

Aaperatinghours

=

Acatendar

ex;

=~=

0.5

3

failures per million oparating hours

(Eq. 5.2)

Conclusion
lt is important to specity the unit of reliability figures , already in the requirement analysis phase. Not
specifying the unit properly will result in an incomprehensible prediction.
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Documented output 2: Environmental and eperating profile

Besides just defining a reliability figure, the conditional parameters should also be specified, as a
reliability tigure does not mean anything without knowing the circumstances for which it is applicable.
These circumstances are both the environmental and the eperating profile. The environmental factors
are:
Operating temperature
Dormant temperature
Humidity
Vibration

The ambient temperature when the system is eperating

=
=
=

The ambient temperature when the system is noteperating
The relative humidity in the environment of the system
The magnitude of random vibration when the system is eperating

The two parameters for the eperating profile are:
Cycling rate
Duty cycle

=
=

The number of cycles the system is eperating per year
The percentage of calendar time the system is eperating

Input: Program specific questionnaires

At the end of the definition phase the program specific questionnaires should be handed out to the
process experts for design, manufacturing, part quality, system managementand logistics. The fermer
four have to complete the questionnaire with the same title, the latter has to fill out the questionnaires
lnduced, Wear out, Cannot Duplicate and Growth. The questionnairescan be completed during the
next phase(s), because forsome questions the required intermation is insufficient at the moment.
5.2.3

Design phase

In this part of the development, the goal is to finish the detailed design of the product [Wij01 ]. One
aspect of the design is a detailed Bill of Materials, which is a list of all components used in the design
and their quantities. lf this list contains components that are not available in the 217Pius database,
reliability data has to be calculated for these "special" components [note B of sectien 5.3.3 discusses
this].
Once the Bill of Materials and the reliability data for "special" components is complete, 217Pius can be
used with the first time. The input at this point is the environmental profile, the eperating profile, the Bill
of Materials and reliability data on "special" components. All the input can be imported into 217Pius
and results in an initial failure rate assessment based on the failure rates of the components.
Dependent on the status of the program specific questionnaires, the result of the next step can be a
rough (a) or a detailed (b) reliability prediction.
a) Rough reliability prediefion

There is a possibility that some program specific questions cannot be answered yet, because of the
lack of intermation at this moment. The answers to the general questions however, can already be
used to make a rough prediction. A spreadsheet uses the system level model to calculate a Process
Factor and gives an upper and lower limit, based on the potential answers on the program specific
questions. The upper limit assumes that all program specific questions can be answered positive, the
lower limit vice versa. In this case the outcome of the component level model of the 217Pius software
tooi, has to be multiplied by the mean process factorand its limits. So the outcome will be three failure
rate predictions, a worst-case, best-case and mean prediction.
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The outcome of the rough reliability predietien can now be compared to the reliability requirements ,
specified in the initial phase. Based on this comparison, a decision has to be made . Four main
different situations can occur. The table below explains what decisions should be made in the specific
situations. Best-case predietien is abbreviated to BP , Mean predietien to MP, Best-case Predietien to
BP and Reliability requirement to RR.
BP<RR
In case the Best-case
predietien is
insufficient to meet
reliability
requirements, redesign
of recommended.

MP< RR < BP
lf the reliability
requirement is
somewhere between
the mean and bestcase prediction, some
more effort should be
made to makesure
that the requirement
will be met when the
detailed predietien is
known.

WP< RR<MP
In this situation the
mean predietien is
better than the
requirement. The
worst-case predietien
however does not
meet the requirement.
The business
processes, concerning
the program should
not be neglected. The
development can
proceed to the next
phase.

WP>RR
The best situation
thinkable is when the
worst-case predietien
is already better than
the reliability
requirement.
Nevertheless, still
sufficient attention has
to be paid to the
processes . The
development process
can proceed.

b) Detai/ed reliability prediefion

lf sufficient information was available to complete the program specific questionnaires, all answers can
be imported into the 217Pius software tooi. The general questions only have to be revised once per
year, so this will not be discussed here. All answered questions will then be combined into a process
factor, which will be multiplied with the initial failure rate assessment. The final outcome of the 217Pius
software tooi is a failure rate predietien for the product or system. This failure rate however, does not
include the software reliability yet. Since the software still has to be programmed at this point in time,
the software will be included when it is finished. Section 5.3 describes the process of using 217Pius in
detail.
Decision taking

When all questionnaires are totally filled out, the final outcome of the 217Pius software tooi can be
used. This is one failure rate prediction, so no worst-case of best-case predietien is available. Three
main decision situations can be distinguished, which will be discussed in the table below.
Prediction < Requirement
The predicted reliability is
considerably worse than the
required reliability. Redesign
should be contemplated.

5.2.4

Prediction = Requirement ± 5%
Within a margin of about 5%, the
predicted reliability is equal to the
required reliability. The
development process can
proceed to the next phase,
although attention should be paid
to preserve the reliability.

Prediction > Requirement
The reliability requirement is
met easily. The development
process can proceed to the
next phase.

Preparation phase

This phase is the conneetion between the design and the production phase. The goal is to make sure
that the design is totally elaborated so that the production phase will work out flawlessly [Wij01]. lf
during the design phase, not all program specific questions were completed, the questionnaires have
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to be completed du ri ng this phase. Sufficient intermation is available, tor performing a detailed
reliability predietien through 217Pius. The decisions that can be made , based on the comparison
between the predietien and requ irement, are the same as described at the design phase.
5.2.5

Production phase

During th is phase the LAU is produced as planned during the preparatien phase. At the end of this
phase the LAU will be qualified and validated . The LAU will be functionally tested in the required
environment. lf small changes have been performed on the LAU design after the last reliability
prediction , it is advisable to evaluate one more time, if the reliability predietien meets the reliability
requ irements. This reliability predietien can be presented to system engineering , befare they start
assembling the system . When all LAUs meet the reliability requirements , specified during the initiatien
phase , the assembied system should also meet the total reliability requirements.
5.2.6

Maintenance phase

The maintenance phase or the after-sales phase starts trom the first moment the customer uses the
system . Depending on the sell ing and/or service contracts, failed LAUs will be repaired or replaced , by
either the customer or Thales . All possible data of these failed LAUs have to be collected and saved .
Failure cause, eperating hours , failure environment may not be missing . Collecting this data makes it
possible to evaluate the reliabil ity predietien produced by 217Pius.

5.3

The use of 217Pius

When the detailed design phase is completed , enough intermation will be available to perferm the first
reliabil ity predietien using 217Pius . At th is point the environmental and eperating profile is known , the
bill of materials is complete and the general questions of the questionnaires are answered.

5.3. 1

Step 1: the environmental parameters

The first thing that has to be specified , when creating a new system in the 217Pius software tooi , is the
environmental profile. This profile is defined during the definition phase, discussed in sectien 5.2.2 and
contains; eperating temperature, dormant temperature , relativa humidity and vibration level. These
parameters can be user specified, but when these parameters are unknown, 217Pius offers saveral
standard profiles, wh ich are listed in appendix E.
Note B: Environmental factor

Environmental parameters are not only used in the component level models, but also in the system
level model. The ditterenee between the eperating and dormant temperature is an important variabie
in the environmental factor formula.

n _0.855(0.8(1-e(·0.0635(!JT+0.6P ·6 J )+0 2 (t-e(·0.046G1.7t) ))
0205

E-

(Eq. 5.3: Environmental factor)

Where,
t.T

=

Change in temperature between eperating and non-eperating periods

G

=

Magnitude of random vibration while the system is operating, in GAMS

In the situation, with a duty cycle of 100% and a cycling rate of 1, the change in temperature between
eperating and non-eperating periods will be zero, as the system is eperating all the time. The 217Pius
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software tooi, however, does not take this into account. Both cycling rate and duty cycle are not
included in the environment factor.
Solution

lf the duty cycle is 100%, the non-operating (dormant) temperature can be set to the same value as
the operating temperature. In this way temperature changes are not taken into account by the system
level model.
The component level model also uses the dormant temperature. In one formula the condition exists,
that if the duty cycle is 100%, the effect of temperature cycling is 0. In another formula this condition is
not present. So in case the duty cycle is 100%, it is advisable to set the dormant temperature to the
same value as the operating temperature.

5.3.2

Step 2: The operating profile

After an environmental profile is chosen, the operating profile has to be selected. Both duty cycle and
cycling rate have already been defined during the definition phase. Just like for the environmental
profile, 217Pius already has some predefined profiles, which are presented in appendix F. lf none of
these operating profiles is applicable, the duty cycle and cycling rate can be user defined.
5.3.3

Step 3: Bil/ of Materials

After both environmental and operating profiles are selected , the electron ic system can be configured .
The system can be built out of assemblies, which on their turn contain one or more electron ic
components. In order to select the proper components, a bill of materials is required . The bill of
materials will be available at the end of the detailed design phase. When using 217Pius in the
beginning , finding the components matching with the bill of materials , can take some time. The unique
artiele numbers of components, however, can be linked with the 217Pius components. This will speed
up the component selecting process in time.
Once all components are imported , some of the components can be fine-tuned. Actual temperature
rise , capacitance, hermeticity, rated power dissipation etc. are some of the component parameters
that can be defined or if unknown , set to default.
Because 217Pius is linked toa limited component database, it occurs that some specific components,
listed in the bill of materials, are not included in the 217Pius database. Note C will discuss how to
handle this.
Note C: Dealing with "special" components

The database of 217Pius contains many components, but components that are developed by Thales,
to do a specific task, are not in this database. However, in order to perform a system reliability
prediction with 217Pius as good as possible, it is required to add all components. This is important
because in many cases these "special" components have higher failure rates.
217Pius works with a multiplicative and additive model. This means that the failure rate prediction of a
component is built out of several base failure rates, which are each multiplied by some pi-factors
[Nic07]. See equation 3.6.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to add all failure rates and multipliers in the 217Pius software tooi. lt
only offers the possibility to add a static failure rate, tor each component. The true component failure
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rates, however, are dependent of all kind of parameters, e.g. duty cycle, operational temperature, nonoperational stresses etc.
Salution

First a reliability tigure (MTBF or failure rate) has to be determined. This can be done in several ways.
The methods described in classified appendix C use data of component suppliers, simulations and
similar components. These data are combined and transformed to a specific situation, using the
Arrhenius formula. As a result, one MTBF for one specific temperature and duty cycle is determined.
217Pius offers the tunetion to add new components. This can be done by clicking 'Libraries >
Component> New'. The following farm will be displayed:
~ Component Informatmn

"I

·

~!.\;X.

'

I;! Close
Save
Generallnformatior
. , - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - , -lltem Spedie lnformation-- - - - - - - - -- ----.
Component Parameter. - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - ,
Speclicatioo N<.mber
lndustry Part Number
OEM Part Number

National Stock Number

Proprietary?
Part Type

0, l.ookup

I P:

r

Comments I

Only Show Part Types with Models

i-----==--

!fource I SearCh I
S01.1ce I

llo 217Pius Model

In this farm a name and a 12NC can be given to a component. Then the category and the type of
component can be chosen. Select a component that shows the most similarities and add in
"Description" the specifications of the component. At "User Defined" a failure rate of this component
under specific circumstances can be put in.
Component library

The problem, however, is that the failure rate in 217Pius will be statie, although in reality it will change,
when certain parameters change. In order to deal with this problem, the same component can be
added several times, but with a different failure rate under different circumstances. In the "industry part
number" and the "description" field the dependent parameterscan be put in, e.g. "NRM-E, DC=15%,
T=35". When more employees in the same company work with 217Pius, their component libraries will

nat be up to date, when the other person adds a new component. For this reason it is important to
save reliability data on special components on the intranet. In this way, all 217Pius users can keep
their component library up to date .
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Failure rate units

The failure rates in 217Pius are calculated in failures per million calendar hours, while most of the
failure rate calculations are in terms of operating failures rates. Note A discusses how to convert
failure rates into another unit.
5.3.4

Step 4: The system level model

Once all components and their specifications are imported into the 217Pius software tooi, the system
level model should be used. This means that the eight questionnaires [already discussed in more
detail, in chapter 4] have to be completed. lt is recommended at the end of chapter 4 to complete
these questionnaires in groups. Nat only because questions can then be substantiated, but also
because the 217Pius software tooi can only handle one answer per question. Answering these
questionnaires in groups can be done once a year, unless the processes change fast.
lf the program specific questions cannot be answered yet, a spreadsheet can be used to determine
the worst-case, best-case and expected Process Factor. Chapter 6 addresses the use of this
spreadsheet.
The input tor the system level model does nat only consist of the eight questionnaires, but also infant
mortality should be configured. Infant mortality is determined as a tunetion of vibration screenings and
temperature screenings performed befare the system leaves the company.
Bath the eight questionnaires and the infant mortality settings can be saved in a "set". A note,
concerning these "sets", is discussed below:
Note 0: Saving sets

The general questions can be completed once per year and can be saved as a "set" in 217Pius.
Saving these sets can be difficult, because required questions always have to be answered. lf one
of the required questions is a program specific question, the answer is still unknown, but the
question cannot be left open. In this case a random answer can be chosen. Extra attention has to be
paid to these questions, when importing the answers to the program specific questions.
5.3.5

Step 5: Software

At this moment in the process all components are properly imported, the profiles are defined and the
system level factors are assessed. Nowadays, however, systems do nat only contain hardware, but
also a lot of software. Software can be added in 217Pius, just like a hardware component. One of the
component categories is "software". As a next step several parameters have to be set. These
parameters are already discussed in section 3.2 .1.3.
5.3.6

Step 6: Inherent or logistics model

When all other steps are finished, the last decision that has to be made is whether to choose for the
inherent model or for the logistics model. Bath are another type of system level model. The logistics
model includes all processes and factors, while the inherent model does nat contain the "induced" and
"cannot duplicate" factor. So in the situation that the reliability prediction is required for a system that
will nat be handled or maintained in the field, the inherent model can be used. lnduced or cannot
duplicate failures will nat occur in this situation.
5.3. 7

Step 7: Report output

After the type of system level model is selected, the report output can be generated. The system level
summary presents the final reliability prediction, with the values of all parameters of the system level.
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The reliabi lity predietien is expressed in a failure rate per million calendar hou rs. Keep "Note A" into
mind , how to interpret th is failure rate.
lf also the program specific questions are answered in the questionnaires of the system level model ,
this output is the final reliability prediction. In case it is still early in the design phase and the program
specific questions cannot be answered yet, the hardware failure rate output can be corrected with the
Process Factors, computed in a spreadsheet. The worst-case, best-case and expected Process
Factors can be used, to get a reliability predietien interval. Next chapter discusses this in more detail.

5.4

Several remaining notes

In the previous sections, several notes came up during the practical use of 217Pius. Besides these 4
notes, some others are also important to keep in mind.
Note E: 217Pius updates

The RIAC says to keep 217Pius up to date. Unfortunately it is still unknown, how this update will be
carried out. An update with new components or an update with all components modified , so a new
version number of 217Pius. In the last situation , it will be important to state the version of 217Pius with
every reliability prediction .
Note F: Questionnaire set

Note 0 already discusses that it is not possible to save questionnaire sets, if not all required questions
are answered . Unfortunately it is not possible to export these sets, so they can be imported in another
user's 217Pius . For th is reason , the questionnaire sets have to be saved on the intranet. The general
questions should be provided with a date and the program specific questions have to be saved in a
document provided with the program number or name. A spreadsheet can be used best, because
these documents are easier to modify than the pdf outputs of 217Pius.
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6

Enhance reliability with the 217Pius model

The previous chapters already mentioned that 217Pius assumes that the reliability of a system is
influenced by several processes and factors . Four processes , i.e. Design, Manufacturing, System
Management and Part Quality, and seven factors, i.e. lnduced , Cannot Duplicate, Growth , Wearout,
infant mortality, environmental and eperating profile, are included into the reliability predietien of
217Pius. The first sectien of this chapter discusses the assessment of the processes and factors
through questionnaires in 217Pius. Sectien 6.2 gives more insight in the models of 217Pius, which
show how the process assessments influence the reliability prediction. In sectien 6.3 a sensitivity
analysis is performed to show the effect of process changes on the reliability prediction . Finally these
effects are used to make decisions in order to enhance rel iability. This chapter is based on the
assumption that the system level model of 217Pius is representative for reality.

6.1

Process assessment

Four processes and tour factors in 217Pius can be assessed with a specific questionnaire. Most
questions can be answered with "yes" or "no", and only very few have more answer categories. The
answer "yes" always has a positive effect on the evaluated process. "No" on the other hand has a
negative effect. Several questions offer options in between.
Each question has its own importance , which is expressed in a weight. The assessment of each
process can be calculated by summing all weights of the questions that are answered positive and
dividing them by the sum of the weights of all questions that are answered . Formula 6.1 depiets this,
where Gij has a value between 0 and 1. lf the answer is totally positive , e.g. "yes", the value of Gij is 1
and if the answer is totally negative , e.g. "no", the value is 0. Wij is a different weight for each specific
question. The outcome is the process assessment, R;.

(Eq. 6.1)

The process assessments are expressed in percentages and their default values are 50%. lf all
processes are assessed with the default value , the total Process Factor will be 1, which is neutra!. In
this situation the initia! failure rate assessment resulting trom the component level model will nat be
influenced by the Process Factor. Nevertheless, a percentage higher than 50% has a positive,
decreasing effect on the failure rate and a percentage, lower than 50% has the opposite effect.
Below, some fictitious results are shown , in case the questionnaires are completed individually by
several experts . The percentage in the blue area is the score of the general questions, with the upper
and lower limit. Besides these general questions, almast every questionnaire (expect for the
questionnaire "lnduced") also contains a few product specific questions. The percentage in the red
area shows the result if all product specific questions are answered negative, combined with the most
negative assessment. In the green area, the assessment is given in case the most positive
assessment is combined with only positive answers to the program specific questions. In the first table
below the mean assessment of the experts, which completed the design questionnaire is 75%. The
most positive assessment was 79% and the most negative was 68% . When all program specific
questions are answered positive, the assessment will be 84%. In the opposite situation the
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assessment will be 59%. Completing the questionnaires through a group process would result one
score for the general questions, without an upper and lower limit. However, there would still be a worst
and best-case score. Classified appendix B presents the confidential results of the research at Thales
Netherlands, done in chapter 4. In this chapter fictitious numbers are used.

Lowest

Average

Highest

assessment

assessment

assessment

Design

68%

75%

79%

Manufacturing

47%

52%

60%

Part Quality

56%

60%

64%

System Management

67%

70%

79%

Cannot Duplicate

56%

62%

74%

Growth

62%

67%

71%

lnduced

77%

86%

91%

Wear out

84%

87%

88%

Process/factor

Tab Ie 6.1 : fictitious process assessments

6.2 The process factor
The assessments (R;) of the tour processes and factors will be transformed into, so-called, pi-factors.
For this, 217Pius uses formula 6.2 where the RIAC derived the a; and {3; by means of a research on
the distribution of failure causes [Ria06] . Appendix K presents the values of a and

~-

(Eq. 6.2)

In model 6.3 all pi-factors are combined. The result of the pi-factors in brackets is called the Process
Factor. Besides the four processes and factors that can be assessed through questionnaires, two
more factors are important, the Infant Mortality factor ( P IM) and the Environmentalfactor ( P E ).

(Eq. 6.3, for explanation, see formula 4.8)

The Process Factor indicates the overall assessment of all processes and factors with regard to
reliability. In the end , the initial failure rate assessment of the component level model is multiplied with
this Process Factor to result in the final reliability prediction. Because 217Pius works with failure rates
instead of MTBFs, a Process Factor, less than 1, has a positive (decreasing) effect on the reliability
prediction. Because the model is both multiplicative and additive, the Process Factor is not linear.
Sectien 6.3 will therefore present a sensitivity analysis on the Process Factor by changing the
assessments.
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lnfluence of process changes on reliability prediction

In order to perfarm a sensitivity analysis on the Process Factor, the assessments are set to a certain
value. The average percentages of sectien 6.1 wil! be used in this situation. For the Environmental and
the Infant Mortality Factor two situations are presented. Situation A with default values; an eperating
temperature of 35 degrees, a dormant temperature of 17 degrees and a vibration level of 0.0 Grms.
Situation B only has a different eperating temperature, now 60 degrees. The influence proportions of
the four processes and factors on the reliability predietien are:

• Part quality
• Manufacturing
DDesign
D System Management
•wearout
• lnduced
• CND (Cannot duplicate)

6% 2%

6%

Figure 6.1 : lnfluence proportion of the processes and factors on the reliability prediction.
Left an operating temperafure of 35 degrees. Right an operating temperafure of 60 degrees.

Using the process assessments, presented in sectien 6.1 and the factors of situation A, the current
Process Factor of the system level model is 0.72. This means a decrease of 28% for the initia! failure
rate assessment. The MTBF on the other hand increases with 28%. The Process Factor in situation B
is 0.88. Bath situations have a different Process Factor, because of a bigger ditterenee between
eperating and dormant temperature in situation B, but their effect on the predicted failure rate is still
positive. Although the effect is positive, it is still interesting to analyse the effect of potential process
changes on the reliability prediction. For this reason a sensitivity analysis is performed . To notice the
effect on the predicted failure rate of changing processes and factors, the values in this sectien are
used as fixed. Only one process or factor at a time is changed with an impravement and deterioration
of 10%. Below, the results in situations A and B are presented:

r---------------------------------------,
Effect of process change on failure rate

Assessment

-10%

+10%

Design

75%

+2.2%

-2.2%

Manufacturing

52%

Part Quality

60%

System Management

70%

+1.2%

-0.8%

Cannot Duplicate

62%

+4.9%

-4.9%

lnduced

67%

+3.4%

-3.3%

Wear Out

86%

+2.5%

-3.2%

Growth

87%

+0.5%

-0.5%

Process/factor

Table 6.2: Effect of process change on failure rate, in situation A (operating temp.
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Effect of process change on failure rate
Assessment

-10%

+10%

Design

75%

+1.8%

-1.8%

Manufacturing

52%

Part Quality

60%

System Management

70%

+1.0%

-0.7%

Cannot Duplicate

62%

+4.0%

-4.0%

lnduced

67%

+2.7%

-2.7%

Wear Out

86%

+2.1%

-2.6%

Growth

87%

+0.5%

-0.5%

Process/factor

Table 6.3: Effect of process change on failure rate, in situation B (operating temp. = 60 degrees)

lmproving the Part Quality process trom the current 60%, with 10% to 70%, wil I decrease the failure
rate with 5.4% more in situation A and 7.4% in situation B. So the failure rate in situation A is adjusted
with -33% instead of 28%. A deterioration of the process with 10%, however, will result in an
increasing failure rate, with 5.7%. In this way it can be seen, what processis the most valuable to pay
attention to. An assumption on the average environmental factors has to be made though, because
these factors influence the degree of changes. This is also depicted in appendix B, where these
changes of plus or minus 10% can be compared in several situations (worst-case/average score).
These are the output of a spreadsheet, which makes the changes of the Process Factor tast and
easily available.
lt should be noticed that the output of this sensitivity analysis is nat the optimal result. For example,
improving Manufacturing with 3%, foliowed by an impravement of Design with 2% and finally
improving Part Quality with 5% may result in a more optimal change of the Process Factor. However,
this sensitivity analysis is based on the assumption that changes can only be performed with steps of
10%.

6.4

Decisions on process improvements in order to enhance reliability

The results of the sensitivity analysis in the current fictitious situation, presented in table 6.2, show that
improving the Part Quality process has the most positive effect on the reliability prediction . This
information can be used to support decisions with regard to reliability enhancement. Only keeping the
benefits in mind, however, might give a wrong impression. The effort that has to be put into improving
the process by 10% is just as important. The determination of the effort is nat part of this research,
because it requires much insight into process changing casts.
Besides knowing which process is the most interesting to improve, it is also important to know which
process should be prevented trom deterioring. Table 6.2 shows that the manufacturing process has to
most negative effect on the reliability prediction, when it deteriorates with 10%. Based on the
assumption that the system level model of 217Pius is representative tor reality, the spreadsheet tor
potential process improvements and deteriorations can be quite useful to make decisions in order to
enhance reliability.
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Conclusions, recommendations and limitations

Now all three parts of the research have been conducted, the research questions of sectien 2.1.4 can
be answered. The conclusions on each question are discussed in this chapter, foliowed by the
recommendations for Thales Netherlands and for further research . Finally, the limitations on the
conclusions and recommendations are defined to know in what situations this research is applicable.

7.1

Conclusions of research part 1

The research question for the first part is "What are the merits and limitations of 217Pius?". In chapter
three of this report , the criticisms on the most widely used traditional reliability predietien methad are
presented. These criticisms are compared with the 217Pius methad and finally the progression of
217Pius is discussed. Summarizing the first part of the research , the following conclusions can be
drawn:
217Pius is an easy and tast to use reliability predietien method , which requires little intermation input.
So in situation where only little data on reliability are available, the methad is ideal to get a prior
reliability estimate. Based on this prior estimate, engineers can campare competitive designs, the
system requirements can be checked and a rough spare part calculation can be performed. However,
when more data become available in time and an 'accurate' reliability predietien is needed, e.g. to be
able to make a maintenance planning, it is recommended to use other reliability predietien methods.
Although 217Pius deals with some criticisms on MIL-HDBK-217F, it does not solve all criticisms. And
for the criticisms it tries to solve, it is still to find out if these improvements result in a better prediction.
The improvements of 217Pius on MIL-HDBK-217F may look logical , but important scientific
foundations are absent. For this reasen there are still many uncertainties about the accuracy of
217Pius.

7.2

Conclusions of research part 2

For the secend part of the research , the central question is "How can 217P/us be used and
implemented in the business process?". First a research on how to handle the questionnaires was

conducted, foliowed by identifying the input requirements for 217Pius during the development process,
presenting its use in practice and discussing the decision taking based on the results. Based on the
findings in chapter tour and five, the following can be concluded:
The explorative research on the questionnaires to assess processes with regard to reliability, give an
indication on the level of agreement. Unfortunately, the reliability degree of the research is not
sufficient to make hard conclusions, however the results indicate a moderate or poor level of
agreement between experts. The agreement of an expert, completing the same questionnaire twice at
different moments in time, seems to be adequate . Based on these explorative results, the group
process can be used best, to complete the questionnaires. Not answering the questions, but
substantiating the questions and finding the causes for the disagreement, is the most important during
these group sessions .

Conclusions, recommendations and limitations
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During the definition phase of the development process , detailed reliability requirements have to be
defined. This means that the units of the reliability number should be defined thoroughly tagether with
the environmental and operating parameters. At some point in the design phase the bill of materials
has to become available. With all this collected input information the reliability prediction through
217Pius can be performed .
The use of 217Pius in practice can be divided in seven main steps. During the execution of some of
these steps, some practical issues are noticed. Below the seven main steps are listed:
8.

Define environmental parameters

9.

Define operating profile

10. Import bill of materials and "special" components
11. Contigure the system level model
12. Import software parameters
13. Choose inherent or logistics model
14. Interpret output report
Finally the reliability prediction has to be compared with the reliability requirements. lf the prediction is
slightly lower than the requirement, putting some more effort into the rest of the development process
might be sufficient. lt the prediction is much lower than the requirement, the current design has to be
modified.

7.3

Conclusions of research part 3

Part three of this report tried to find an answer to the research question "Can 217Pius be used to
enhance reliability and if so, how?". First, the 217Pius model to assess processes was analyzed. Then
the influence of each process on the reliability was determined. Changing processes also results in a
changing reliability prediction. The last part connected decisions to these changes in order to finally
enhance reliability. From this it can be concluded that:
Based on the assumption that the system level model of 217Pius represents reality, 217Pius can be
used to enhance reliability. 217Pius contains questionnaires with the ability to assess processes that
influence reliability. Making changes to a process, results in an impravement or deterioration of the
assessment. This modified assessment then has an influence on the reliability prediction. So basedon
the 217Pius model it can be stated that changing a process leads to a changing reliability (prediction).
The process with the biggest positive changing effect on the reliability prediction might be the most
interesting process to imprave in order to enhance reliability. However, the process with the biggest
negative changing effect on the reliability prediction might be the most important to prevent trom
deteriorating. Not only the benefits of process improvement, but also the efforts should be considered.
The decision on which process to imprave is based on the ditterenee between the benefit and the
effort. Unfortunately the 217Pius model does not give the possibility to map the efforts to imprave
processes.

7.4

Recommendations for Thales Netherlands

Imprave defining reliability requirements, so they can better be compared with the 217Pius results of
the reliability prediction. An environmental and operating profile should be selected in combination with
a required MTBF or failure rate. The unit of the failure rate also has to be defined.
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Use the 217Pius tooi to get a prior estimate of the reliability, in case only limited reliability data are
available earlyin the development phase. This estimate can be used to campare competitive designs ,
to check predefined reliability requirements roughly and to compute a first life cycle cast estimate.
However, keep in mind that this reliability predietien has a high uncertainty.
Start collecting failure fie ld data. This makes it possible to update the prior rel iability estimate of
217Pius , which results in a decreasing uncertainty. Especially now service contracts are becoming
more popular. With these contracts, the customer pays a fixed price for a system and a predefined
availability. Thales has to calculate all maintenance casts into this price beforehand . Low uncertainty
in the reliability predietien is recommended.
The reliability cammission should discuss the questionnaires and the observed , low level of interrater
agreement. The experts that participated in the explorative research in chapter tour have to be invited.
Finding the cause of the low level of agreement is more important than answering all questions.
Substantiating the answers and doeurnenting the results of the meetings make the reliability issues
more transparent For the use of 217Pius, the answers of the questionnaires should be saved on the
intranet.
Discuss the results of the system level spreadsheet during the meetings of the reliability commission .
The results show what effect the impravement of a process has on the reliability (prediction) .
Decisions, in order to enhance reliability, should be based on the ditterences between benefits and
efforts of a process impravement
Create more awareness of reliability early in the design phase. Use the reliability cammission to bring
this subject to the notice of engineers. 217Pius can help to realize some more awareness, because it
shows easily and tast, how several parameters influence reliability.

7.5

Recommendations for further research

Campare 217Pius results with failure field data to find out if the 217Pius reliability predictions are
accurate. Collecting these failure field data takes a lot of time. That is why it was not part of this
research.
Conducting a research on the validity of the questionnaires and the system level model is interesting.
In this report it is assumed that the questionnaires give the correct process assessments. Validatien is
needed to see if the questionnaires really assess what they have to assess. Elicitation of expert
judgment might be a methad to validate the questionnaires.
Further research is also needed on other reliability predietien methods that can be used already early
in the design phase. This was not within the scope for this research.

7.6

Limitations

This research is limited to look at the merits, limitations, implementation and use of 217Pius in a
company that develops innovative, capital goods with electronic equipment, in low volumes. 217 Plus
can only predict reliability of electronic equipment, mechanica! equipment is not supported . Because a
big part of the research is based on the models and tools of 217Pius, most conclusions only apply to
the 217Pius methad and cannot be generalized to other reliability predietien methods. The

Conclusions, recommendations and limitations
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conclusions, based on the results of the explorative research in chapter 4 are only useful for Thales
Netherlands. These conclusions cannot be generalized to other companies.
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Appendix A: Component categories MIL-HDBK-217F
Microcircuits

Relays

Diodes

Switches

Transistors

Connectors

Thyristors

lnterconnection assemblies

Optoelectronics.

Conneetiens

Tubes

Meters

Lasers

Quartz crystals

Resistors

Lamps

Capacitors

Electronic filters

lnductive devices

Fuses

Rotating devices

Miscellaneous parts
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Appendix B: Spreadsheet to present effects of process changes on initia!
failure rate assessment

Operational temp (C)
Dormant temp (C)
Vibration level (Grms)

35
17
0

llnstantaneous failure time

Process Factor

o/o failure rate
decrease

Percentage of change

10%

5

Design Process
75%

Manufacturing process
52%

Part Quality

60%

System Management

70%

CND
62%

lnduced

67%

Wearout
86%

Growth

87%
Table A.1: Spreadsheet to present effects of process changes on initia/ faiture rate assessment, average scores, operating temperafure
35 degrees
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Table A.2: Spreadsheet to present effects of process changes on initia/ failure rate assessment, average scores, operating temperafure
60 degrees

60

Operational temp (C)
Dormant temp (C)
Vibration level (Grms)

Process Factor

17

% failure rate

decrease

0

llnstantaneous failure time

5

Percentage of change

10%

Design Process
75%

Manufacturing process
52%

System Management
70%

CND
62%

lnduced
67%

Wearout
86%

Growth
87%

Appendices
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Table A.3: Spreadsheet to present effects of process changes on initia/ failure rate assessment, worst-case scores, operating

temperafure 35 degrees

Operational temp (C)
Dormant temp (C)
Vibration level (Grms)

Process Factor

35
17

0

llnstantaneous failu re time

-7o/o

5

Percentage of change

Design Process
59%

Manufacturing process
43%

Part Quality
51%

System Management
57%

CND
46%

I

lnduced

l•

59%

Wearout
77%

Growth
83%
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Table A.4: Spreadsheet to present effects of process changes on initia/ failure rate assessment, worst-case scores, operating

temperafure 60 degrees

Operational temp (C)
Dormant temp (C)
Vibration level (Grms)
llnstantaneous failu re time

60

Process Factor

17

% failure rate

increase

0
5

Percentage of change

10%

~~----------~--~~----------~!
I ~ .____
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Appendix C: Example of table with quality factors of MIL-HDBK-217F

Quajjy Factors • na
Oe&cripi)On

na

S<Jm3~11!1!2111~·

r.

~urad in Iu ac(Otdanoo
with Mll.-M-00510, aus s
r&qUil'llrM!'IS .

2..

il.

P!OCtJfild in tul aoco<d;:mco

.26

»ith U IL·I-39535 and
A~r>d l• B thGrO'Io (Cia&~ U).
~bricb: (Pra~rod to ClilGG
S r&quhmonts (QuAiily .....,_,

IQ of Mll·H..:JJJ.S34.

•

~~~~a~ill·~ ·

1.

Procured In lul acxordanoo

willl Mll-M.:JY~lO, Clti! B
requlrame nts.

2..

PI'DCOI'II<IInfulliiOOO>'~~

wjh Mll-1..38535,

3.

(~

1.0

0).

ttybrlds: ~urad liD Class 8
r&quireiMfl(& (Quality l9V91
H) of Mll·H-38534.

aiu., D:l Oai<M>Ocx·
..ully compll.,nt Wllh all
r.Quit«<\•ru or patagraph t .2..1
oe UIL-~3 and pn:curad toa
t.lL d,...,..;ng, DESC drawng or
o1h8r g<Nemm...,l ilppr0\'9d
doc<lm<~niAtion . (Do . . M I ."ctudo

hyhrlds). For hybride use euetom
scr-.lng seaion beiow.
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Appendix D: Environmental profiles MIL-HDBK-217F profiles

Environment

Ambient temperature ("C)

Ground, Benign

30

Ground, Fixed

40

Ground, Mobile

45

Naval, Sheltered

40

Naval, Unscheltered

45

Airborne, lnhabited, Cargo

55

Airborne, lnhabited, Fighter

55

Airborne, Uninhabited, Cargo

70

Airborne, Uninhabited, Fighter

70

Airborne, Rotary, Winged

55

Space, Flight

30

Missile , Flight

45

Missile , Launch

55

Cannon, Launch

40

Appendices
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Appendix E: Environmental profiles 217Pius profiles

Envn·onmf'nt

TAO TA.E Humidity

Airborne

-s

14

40

Vibration
(GR.I\:IS)
9

Airbo.m e, Fixed Wing

55

14

40

9

Airborne, Fixed Wing, Illhabited

55

14

40

Airborne Fixed Wing, Uoinhabite.d

71

14

50

9
9

Airbome, Missite

55

14

40

10

55

14

40

1.3

Airbome, l\·l issil.e , Launch

55

14

40

16

Airbome, Rotaty \.Ving

55
55

14
14

40
40

33

Airborne, Rotaty Wing, Inhabited
Airborne, Rotaty W ing, Uninhabited

71

14

50

33

Airb.ome, Space

55

14

40

0

Ground

17

40

0

Ground, Man Pack

35
-5

14

40

1

Ground, Mobile

55

14

40

10

Ground, Mobile, Heavy Wheeled

55

14

40

10

Ground, Mobile, Heavy \Vheele.d, Cha;,sis Mounted

14

40

10

Ground, Mobile, Heavy Wheeled, Engine Compart.m ent

55
-5

14

40

10

Gronnd, Mobile, Heavy \Vheeled, Engine Mounted

55

14

40

10

Ground, Mob ile, Heavy \l.lheeled Iustm meut Panel Closed

55
55

14
14

40
40

10
10

14

40

10

Ground, Mob ile, L i.g ht Wheeled

55
-5

14

40

4

Ground, Mobile, Light Wheeled, Chassis, Mounted

34

14

40

4

Ground, Mobile, Light Wheeled, Engine Compartment

40

14

40

4

Ground, Mobile, Light Wheeled, Engine Mounted

-g

14

40

Ground, Mobile, Light Wheele.d, lustaument .P anel Closed

31

14

40

4
4

Ground, Mobile, Light Wheeled, Iustmment Panel Open

24

14

40

4

Ground, Mobile, Light \Vheeled, Tm nk

17

14

40

4

2

Airbotne

Mis~·de ,

Flight

Ground, Mobûe, Heavy Wüeeled Iustm ment Panel Open
Ground, Mobile, Heavy Wheeled, Tm nk

33

Ground, Mobile, Tracked

55

14

40

Ground, Stationaty

35

19

40

0

Ground, Stationary, lndoot·~

30

23

40

0

Groun.d, Stationaty , Outdoors

40

14

50

0

INaval

14

80

0.7

~aval, Shipboard

55
-5

14

80

0.7

N aval, Shipboard, Sheltered

40

20

70

0.7

N aval, Shipboard, Uru,hel ered

60

14

90

0.7

N au l, Submarine

55

23

50

1
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Appendix F: Operating profiles 217Pius

Operating profile

Equipment type
Automotive
Commercial Aircraft
Computer
Consumer
Emergency Power
Industrial
Militruy Aircraft
Militruy Ground
INaval
Teleconununications

Appendices

DC

CR (C/}'1')

5
25
80
30
10
80
25
45
80
80

1000
_98_

149 1
368
50
184
1008
_63
50
368
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Appendix G: Guiding questionnaire letter in Dutch
Beste heer ..,
Ik ben een student van de TU Eindhoven en ik doe mijn afstudeeropdracht bij Thales.
Mijn opdracht heeft betrekking op een nieuwe methode, die is bedoeld om de reliability van
elektronische systemen beter te kunnen voorspellen.
Deze methode , genaamd 217Pius, bestaat voor een groot gedeelte uit het beantwoorden van vragen
over verschillende disciplines/processen. Het doel van dit onderzoek, is om de 217Pius methode zo
goed mogelijk te kunnen gebruiken . Om dit te bereiken is het van belang dat de vragenlijsten worden
ingevuld door experts. Dhr... en dhr .. hebben mij aangeraden contact met u op te nemen , vanwege
uw expertise op een specifieke discipline.
Ik hoop dat u bereid bent mij met mijn onderzoek te helpen. Het resultaat zal voor Thales zeer
waardevol zijn .
In de bijlage vindt u een Word en een POF document. Ik verzoek u eerst het Word document door te
lezen , want hierin staan enkele korte opmerkingen over de vragenlijsten. Het POF document bevat de
vragenlijst.
De uiterlijke inleverdatum is 14 november a.s.
U kunt de vragenlijsten inleveren bij:
- Jean-Paul Widdershoven

ZC.1-H9

Als u geen tijd meer heeft om de lijst in te leveren , zal ik hem 14 november komen ophalen .
Alvast bedankt voor uw medewerking.
Met vriendelijke groet,
Jean-Paul Widdershoven

N.B. Bent u verhinderd om de vragenlijst in te vullen, zou u mij dat dan kunnen laten weten door mij te
emailen :
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Appendix H: Questionnaire instructions letter in Dutch
Korte instructie voor het invullen van de vragenlijst

Het POF bestand in de bijlage van de e-mail bevat de vragenlijst.
Gelieve deze vragenlijst uit te printen , aan elkaar te nieten en bovenaan de eerste pagina uw naam
en functie te vermelden .
De vragen kunt u beantwoorden door het foute antwoord/de foute antwoorden door te strepen.
Bij vergissing beide antwoorden doorstrepen en het juiste antwoord achter de vraag schrijven.
Als u een vraag niet kunt invullen , kunt u met een verwijzing naar een voetnoot, of naar de achterzijde
van de betreffende pagina, een opmerking plaatsen. In deze opmerking kunt u zetten, waarom u de
vraag niet kunt beantwoorden.
Wanneer u het antwoord niet weet, gelieve niet te gokken!
Extra opmerkingen kunt u plaatsen op de eerste of de laatste bladzijde.

Bedankt voor uw medewerking!
Met vriendelijke groet,

Jean-Paul Widdershoven
Student TU Eindhoven
Inleveren
Uiterste inleverdatum

14 november 2007

Inleveren bij

H.1-F1

àf

ZC.1-H9

Vragen
Bij vragen, mail naar
Of bel
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Appendix 1: One randomly selected question per questionnaire
Design:

'Wil/ a prototype be developed in time to have user feedback impact the
design?"

Manufacturing:

'~re

the manufacturing processes based upon sensitivity analyses, process

Failure Modes and Effects Analyses (FMEA) or Design of Experiments
(DOE)? "
Part Quality:

'~re

System Management:

"Have aggressive requirements (particularly reliability, availability, and/or

critica/ parts QS 9000, AS 9100 or TL 9000 certified? "

safety) been explicitly specified? "
Cannot Dup/icate:

'~re

test, warranty, early-life, and high tal/out FRUs subjected to double fault

verification? This procedurere-inserts the faulted FRU to ensure the problems
track the replaced FRU. "
lnduced:

'~re

partsl materials selected, as appropriate to meet design performance

requirements that minimize the risk of induced faiture through electrastatic
discharge? "
Wearout:

"Is preventalive

maintenance planned to

repface

wearout-susceptible

partsl materials at or befare their L 10 life (where no more than 10% of the
units shou/d experience wearout)? "
Growth:

-70-
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Appendix J: The model of Fleiss' Kappa
In order to calculate Fleiss' Kappa, the actual agreement,

P,

minus the expected agreement by

chance, P e , has to be divided by the maximum , possible agreement, 1, minus the expected
agreement by chance, P e. So this methad does not just give a percentage of agreement, but it
compares the total agreement with the agreement by chance. The Kappa is expressed with the
equation below [4.1].

P-Pe
1-Pe

k =--=-

Kappa

Where,

P=

Pe

1

N

Nn(n-1)
k

1

nij -Nn)

Actual agreement

i= 1 j= 1

2

N

= n (-n
j= 1

2

k

(n n

Nn i= 1

nij)

Expected agreement by chance

Where,

N
k

The number of answer categories

n

The number of experts

Total number of questions

1, ... , N
j

Appendices
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Appendix K: Parameters for the process grade factors
Process
Design
Manufacturing
Part Quality
System Management
CND
lnduced
Wearout
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a
0.12
0.21
0.30
0.06
0.29
0.18
0.13

(3
1.29
0.96
1.62
0.64
1.92
1.58
1.68

